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CHAPTBR X
THE raOBLSM AND DEFINITION OF TEBMS USED
For many years the church has had a program of educa
tion in its Sunday Schools, Vacation Bible Schools, Bible
studies, missionary circles, and other groups, but only in
recent years has the interest in a Christian education pro
gram in its hospitals been growing rapidly.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this
study (a) to determine what kind of a program of Christian
education now exists in the church-related hospital, (b)
to determine the attitude of the administration and chap
lains of these hospitals and of the church itself toward
the Christian ediuiation program which presently exists in
its own hospitals, and (c) gather suggestions from these
chaplains for futiire developments in such hospital programs.
Importance of the study. la spite of the general
recognition of those who work with the sick that there
are often spiritual needs in times of illness relatively
little has been done by way of setting up standards for
this ministry beyond immediate counseling. It is recognized
also that there are those who will aceept and some who will
even seek spiritual help and guidance because of their
2illness. Some have little or no Bible knowledge, no church
affiliation or back-ground and are in need of teaching in
addition to immediate counseling, thta study was attempted
to obtain the reactions of certain key persons who each
stand in a unique relationship to the Christian education
program in their hospitals. The church stands in her posi
tion as the religious body related to the hospitals, the
acbninistration in its place as gov^ning body of the hos
pital, and the chaplain as the one responsible for the
organizing and carrying out of the Christian education
program in the hospital.
Limitations of the study. There are certain limita
tions inherent in a study carried out by the questionnaire
method. A questionnaire should be fairly brief in order
that the persons to whom it is sent will take the time to
answer and return it. Though this questionnaire was checked
by several persons before it was used in the study, approntly
some of the qiiestions did not convey the intended meaning
to the one answering th^. Zn aome instances nodical
personnel were answering questions involving Christian
education terminology with which they were unfamiliar.
ScH�e questionnaires were returned only partially answered.
Bighty-three questionnaires were returned out of the 168
which were distributed.
3XX. DEFXKITIOHS CSF TBRUS USED
Religious education. Throughout the report of this
investigation the term **religiou8 education** is used to
denote any positive reaction to a spiritual need in response
to instruction. This is using "education** in the broad
sense that in any instance in which learning teikes place,
there is education.
Christian education. The torn **Christian education**
can be used interchangeably with **religious education** in
this report since all of the hospitals from which question
naires were returned were related to a denomination of the
Christian faith.
Church-related hospital. The hospitals which were
included in this investigation as *'church-related** were
taken from an annual listing by the American Hospital Asso
ciation and include those listed as church-owned, church-
operated, and church-related.
Religious worker. In this report the term "religious
worker** is used to denote any one ministering specifically
and only to the spiritual needs of the patients or staff
members in a hospital.
XXI, (mOANXZATION OP REMAINDER OP THESIS
Since it is a generally accepted premise in any
4undertaking to "start from where you are" an att^pt was
made first to suarvey the literature written on the sukject*
Then the question was studied to discover the attitude of
the church toward religious education in hospitals koth
from the answers to the questionaires and from the litera
ture ^ because it is the church which furnishes and trains
the ministers and chaplains and provides the literature
to be used in the i^rogram. The second division of this
rei^rt shows the views of the administrations of tl^
hospitals who initiate and control religious programs in
their institutions. The third viewpoint is that of the
chaplain himself. Zt is he who organiases the religious
education program and for the main part, executes it.
Lastly, on the foundation of these viewpoints certain
conclusions are drawn.
CMPTEE IX
RSSUMS C8P HIST0E7 AND PRESENT STATUS OF PROBLEM
Much attention hAs l�een focused recently on the
counseling phase of the religious workers* ministry in
the hospital. There have also iMen a few short courses
established for special training for hospital chaplains.
In spite of this, one chaplain indicated to me that he
was not able to find any standards for a curriculim for
his teaching and several of the piiblishing houses said
they did not have anything written pertaining to this
subject, "Christian Education In the Church-Related Hospital."
Z. REVIEW CP THE LITERATURE
Much has been written in regard to the emotional
and spiritual needs of the sick, the importance of sympathy
and understanding of these needs on the part of those who
work with and minister to them, and the art of counseling
with them. Westberg points out that "The nurse is with
the patients at a time when the very foundations of their
lives are being shaken . "^ He further describes illness as
"this is a lonely experience and the patient pleads for
^Granger Westberg, Nurse, Pastor, and Patient (Rock
Island, Illinois: Augustana Preaa, 1955), p. ISI
6friendship and understanding.'*^ Be shows how a nurse can
conduct a spiritually therapeutic conversation with indi
vidual patients in her daily contacts* l^is certainly
points out the necessity for some religious education in
the nurse's training.
A group to whom our hospitals minister that needs
special spiritual attention is the physically handicapped.
Anna B, Hayes says:
Zt is hard for a whole, healthy person, however
understanding, to realize the full measure of
bitterness that may attend a physical handicap even
in an adult.. The handicapped child, not yet
mature enough to he philcMiopical, stands in far
greater need for the best help available.^
She continues with the thought that the handicapped child
often feels a hunger for spiritual things and greatly needs
reassiiranoe and spiritual security. These people often
have much time to think and recognize their need.
An annual report of 7airview Hospital, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, had for its cover photo a picture of a chaplain,
a nurse, and a doctor, with the quotation frc�a Plato, "As
you ought not to attoapt to cure the eyes without the head
or the head without the body, so neither ought you to
attempt to cure the body without the soul.**
gZbid., p. 19.
^Anna H. Hayes, *'Belping the Handicapped Child,'*
(Chicago; International Council of Religious Bducation),
p. 1. (Mimeographed from National Parent*Teacher,
December, 19<^.)
7tn a eommenceeient address to nurses Bev. Albert P*
Shirkey of Mt. Vernon Place Methodist Church in Washington,
D. C. said:
The one thing that you must never forget as a
nurse is the fact that people are not Just bodies,
but they are complete, whole personalities that
simply cannot be divided i and imless you take this
into consideration , you will never be able to
minister to ill people.^
He continues, "When life gets out of adjustment physically,
a person is out of adjustment all over.... Not only will
you find this individual mentally upset, you will also find
this person spiritually upset. "^
Among the things listed as things that he thinks a
nurse should carry Into the sick room are a radiant counte
nance, the peace of mind that means quiet poise, and a
strong and unbroken faith in God.^
In several articles nurses, doctors, and chaplains
agreed that a genuine Christian atmosphere in all departments
of the church-related hospital is not cmly of great value
but is practically a necessity. The Board of Hospitals
and Hones of the Methodist Church has printed a four page
leaflet on "The Importance of a Chapel in Bvery Methodist
Hospital and Home." In this it is stated that, "It is as
*Albert P. Shirkey, "The Art of Being a Nurse" (Com
mencement address to nurses, Chicago: Board of Hospitals
and Rgpies of the Methodist Church), p. 2 (Mimeographed.)
^Xbid., p. 3.
^Ibid. , pp. 5,6.
8neeefisarjr that the Christian atiBf^phere dominate the insti
tution as it is that rest, nedical care, protection, and
guidance he afforded its oeci^ants.**
Or. Andrew Slia, who is hoth an assistant professor
in Boston Uhiirersity ScbooX of Medicine and a visiting pro
fessor of Psychology and Clinicai Training at Andover Newton
'HieoXogieal School, says that in his lifetime he has wit
nessed an increasing recognition by both of these groups of
the need for medicine and religion to become allies. Distin<�
guished physicians are turning to men of religion to help
where medical science alone is not sufficient.*^ He places
the responsibility of emotional and spiritual preparation
of the patient for hospitalization as well as the responsi
bility for factual instruction on the i^ysician. He quotes
his eolleagwi at Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, Dr. Krumbhaar,
as saying:
Bvery physician sees patients who. .. .become self
centered, querulous, and difficult. He also
people who make illness or tragedy the means of gaining
in understanding, unselfishness, and love for others.
Few physicians perhaps realize that they then^elves
are often the <m�s who determine which of these course
a patient will follow. He must help them to develop
spiritually not in spite of but because of the illness.^
7Andrew D. Ilia, M. D. , "^iritual Needs in the Care
of the Patient*" Buj^letin, American Protestant Hospital
Association, XVZXl-d (July, i^Q4), p. 5.
^Dr. Douglas G. Krumbhaar, **l%ysician Without Physic,"
New England Journal of Medicine, June 4, 1953, cited by
InSrew D. klia, U, 0., op, pit., p. 6.
9By pointing out tbo patient's need tor sympathy and under
standing Dr. Slia shows the importance of a spiritual at
mosphere in every department of the hospital. Be further
shows that this spirit can he manifested by all of the hos
pital personnel doing the extra little things beyond the
bare duties in patient care. The chaplain is placed in the
center of this spiritual atmosphere as a source of inspira
tion and integration for the whole program.^
Richard Toung, Director of the Department of Pastoral
Care of Bowman Gray School of Medicine, tells how the church
actively opposed the progress of medical scI^xb as far back
as the sixth century beginning a breach between the two.
Recognizing that in this present generation medical science
is pointing out the need for a total approach to the total
person he asks, **Ib not the church obligated to re-emphasize
its ministry of healing and to prepare its pastors for more
intelligent cooperation with the medical profession?**^^
He suggested that because of the pastor's contacts
with his congregation in church activities azid in pastoral
calls he may have a finer perspective of a patient's per
sonality patterns and emotional drives than the doctor. Tte
sharing of these with the doctor may vitally affect the
mm
^Blia, 0�. cit. , p. 6.
lORichard K. Toung, 9ke Pastor's Hospital Ministry
(Nashville, Tennessee: BroaSaan press, i954), pp, 5, 6.
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recovery of the patient. The pastor can also greatly assist
the patient in the adjiietment of goin^ home cMBpecially in
case of loi% convalescence or handicap.
He further shows that the value of this cooperation
has long lieen recognized hut only rec^tly have the two
professions Joined in a systeaatic, recorded study. The Art
of Ministering to the Sick ky Richard C. Cakot and Russell
L. Dicks has kecorae a classic in this connection.
But nearly all of the writers oaphasize that there is
an area which kelongs strictly to the doctor, an area that
kelongs to the pastor, and an area where they overlap. Each
must respect the area of the other in order that the total
ministry ke most effective.
Clesson W. Richardson, who has acted in koth oapaei-
tieSf says, **The doctor acts as assistant to the Great Itiy-
sieian, the chaplain as assistant to the Great Shei^erd.'*^^
He recognizes that man is a kody�mindHBOttl complex that
requires koth of these ministries. Therefore the chaplain
fills a necessary place on the hospital team. Chaplain
Richardson gives some instances illustrating how the chaplain
in this shepherd relatimiship has aided the doctor. He
^^Ikid. , pp. 24, 25. ^^Ikid. , pp. 29, 30.
^Dr. Clesson W. Richardson, Chaplain, "The
Chaplain's C(�itrikution to the Practice of itedicine**.
Bulletin, American Protestant Hospital Association,
XVm-g (J^y, im), pp. 1, 3717
mentions one patient who was scheduled for surgery hut
h^an to seriously question **whether she really ought not
to cancel the operation and trust in the Lord for healing . "
The chaplain met this problem witbs
A discourse on how God has progressively revealed
His resources of healing to present day doctors,...
an earnest prayer with her asking that God might
make it very plain to her about the proposed surgery,
and left her to continue in prayer for guidance. . . .
She had surgery and an uneventful recsovery with no
more doubts.'*'*
Other cases which he mentioned included working with a psy
chiatrist, a surgical patient whose recovery was slow be
cause of a guilt eoiBplex, a grandmother who needed to be
convinced that her life could still be useful to others.
"These shepherds tend their sheep by day and night" in many
situations such as visitation before surgery, having their
favorite hymn played over the public address system at the
daily chapel hour, introducing newcomers to the area to
the pastor of their choice, helping chil<SUren and their
parents make the adjustments necessary to hospital proeed-*
ures, sponsoring an informal Twenty-third Psalm Club in
which -the initiation is the correct rendering of the shep
herd's psalm, ministering to the bereaved family, and estab
lishing good liaison be-tween the patient with cancer, his
doctor, and his family. Hie obstetrical department presents
its own problems such as the mother of a deformed child or
X4tbid
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a terrifying monster, fanlly problems of the mother, and
the unwed mother.
He gives one example In which there was a great deal
of Christian teaching needed and possible. The hospital
chaplain had established a friendly rapport in previotis
contacts with ten year old Jon who was wasting away with an
incurable disease. Jon's background was one of an evil and
vicious influence. The chaplain tried to convey the loving
concern which he felt to Jen. Jon seemed to have some Idea
of right and wrong but the chaplain bad to teach him to want
to be a good boy and to ask Jesus to forgive him for being a
bad boy. When the chaplain sang "Jesus Loves Me" Jon appro
priated the phrase, **Little ones to Him belong" for himself.
The chaplain gave him the New Testam^t for which he asked,
read Matthew 18: 1-5 to him, and explained about Jesus loving
little children, that Jesus is not far away but Is right
here knocking at his ^�or, (Revelation 3s20). Jon spoke \xp,
**| want to open the door, but X don*t know how." The chaplain
continued this teaching by directing Jon in a prayer of asking
Jesus to show hjja how to open the door.^^
Chaplain Richardson sums up the doctor-chaplain rela
tionship thus:
The doctor's work, of necessity, deals with tempo
rary matters, while ours, by God*s grace, deals with
matters of eternity. The doctor has a fission to see
l^Ibid.
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healing, the chaplain has a passion to see right
relationships with God. Speaking as one who has
functioned as a doctor in this and other lands, may
X affirm my sincere conviction that the spiritual
awards that come to a chaplain cannot ke excelled
ky any that can come to a doctor. God grant that
we may ever measure up to the opportunities that
come to us as assistants to the Great Shepherd in
our respective hospitals.
Westkerg kelieves that the chaplain needs to take time
to get to know the patient as a person. He says, "Recent
studies have dearly shown that a chaplain ought to see a
few patients, more intensively, rather than all patients
superficially," The quick superficial visit of the chaplain
is compared to a doctor only having time to st^ at the door
to say "hello". 17
Russell Dicks points out the importance of a spiri
tual ministry in times of illness kecause this is a time of
crisis when the issues of life and its uncertainty are
krought clearly into focus. At this time 'beliefs are
tested and often found wanting. "^^ The person who is a
practicing Catholic, Protestant, or Jew has a clergyman and
a kelief in prayer. Scripture, or Sacrament to help to meet
this need. But for those who do not have this kackground,
Dicks says, "...other methods must ke found. Zt is my kelief
l^Zkid.
i^Granger Westkerg, Nurse, Pastor, and Patient (Rock
Zsland, Illinois: Augustana Press, 1955), p. 71.
ISRussell L. Dicks, B. D, , Who Is My Patient? (New
York: The Mac Millan Company, 194377 p.
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that oftea sueh help nuet ecuie not from the clergyman hut
from the murse ai^ doctor if it ie to cc�ae at all.*'^^ He
cites three specific cases in which the patiwoits were each
receiving excellent medical and nursing care, and yet had
needs heyomd this. Be suggests that, **By the nature of her
work the nurse is in the kest position to okserve these
necessities and if she does not deal with them herself she
can call them to the attention of some <me else.**^ Because
she spends a considerakle amount of time with the patient
in carrying out her nursing procedures she can meet a need
in listening as he talks. She may suggest to him that she
will call his clergyman or another one if he seems reticent
to talk to that one. Or she may take one into the room
casually introducing him as "Rev. Mr. . . who was in the
hospital" or as "Rev. Mr. . . that I wanted to have speak
to you." Then the clergyman starts with her authority.
Toung stresses the importance of a good relationship ketween
pastor and nurse calling cooperation from the nursing staff
ncK^essary for the minister to work effectively, the pastor *@
part is to ask for the nurse's permission to visit the
patient and for any okservations of the patiooit's condition
19md., p. 21. ^Ikid. , pp. 32,33.
21|kid., pp. 77-84.
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whlcb would assist him In his ministry to the patient.
Zn order that the nurse might recognize the patient's need
of a spiritual ministry even before he requests it Dicks
krings to her attention signs and special times of this need.
He warns that the spiritual needs of the patient are compli
cated and often masquerade as something else. He lists
general signs as asking for a Bikle, clergyman, or prayer |
guilt feelings; loneliness; apprehension or fear; and nega
tive signs such as strong resentment toward church, religion,
or clergy. There are conditions peculiar to illness which
cause stress in which the clergymsn can ke especially helpful.
The patient facing surgery nearly always thinks of death in
one way or another, Zn the loneliness of a long convalescence
the patient needs human fellowship in its own right as well
as to stimulate and direct Divine fellowship. Many patients
need special help in facing the future with a physical han
dicap after their Illness. He says, '*The physician is
limited in dealing with this prokl^ professionally kecause
he is so close to the patient and Is often asscKiiated with,
if not definitely held responsikle for, the handicap in
the patient's minds." The clergyman can kring the ''perspec
tive of religion" to help the patient accept the handicap
and adjust to it. This perspective is defined as "the thought
22aichard K. Toung, The Pastor's Hospital Ministry
(Nashville, Tennessee: BroaHman Press, 1954), pp. ^^-28.
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of life five years, etc. frcna now", "a unique virtue of
religion." Facing death may he a special stress hut reli
gion transcends hoth life and death. Zn summing up the
ministry of the doctor and the clergyman in these times of
stress he says, "'the hasic interest of medical science is
the prolongation of life; the hasic interest of religion is
the quality and meaning of life irrespective of its length."^
Toung lists the general hasic needs of the patient
in two catt^ories:
The critically ill patient needs the companion
ship of his minister and a strengthened faith which
will increase his will to live. Zn chronic illness
the patient desires a genuine uuoderstanding of his
plight; he needs to reach some sort of adjustment
to the hurdiNi of the illness and to recc^ize the
oiq;K�rtunitiee within the illness; he ne�ds some hope
and ccxDipanionship; and he needs also to he assured
that some hittemess and frustration are to he
expected. "**
Kore specifically he mentions areas where the pastor should
not fail to minister in a few types of patients. The hasic
prohlem of the preoperative patient is fear, this fear may
he hased on ignorance of procedures, on uncertainty, on
necessary adjustments after the surgery, or on takii^ an
anesthetic. The ministry here is one lai^ely of support.
Zn the immediate postoperative period the patient is concerned
with the immediate discomforts and fighting for life and needs
S^Dicks, og. cit., pp. 34-51.
24yoiiiig, o�, cit., p. 60.
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the ministry of eonq^ionship. As the postoperative period
moves into oonvalescenoe the patient is concerned ahout
future adjustments and needs the ministry of counseling.
Ihe problems of the convalescent are varied, including
an attitude of giving up, a sense of being isolated* loneli
ness, boredom, pain, fear of dependency on others, or the
economic problem. The convalescent needs a strong faith in
God. Spiritual faith is often greatly strained whmi physi
cal strength is suddenly cut off. The ministry here is to
strengthen or rebuild a spiritual faith. The convalescent
s<Mietimes ne^s a ministry of sympathy, but it must not be
a sentimental, shallow sympathy, rather the kind that calls
for action. This is a time when more extended counseling
can be ctarried out.^^ The extent depends, of course, cm
the length of hospitalization but in general would be shorter
than the contact in the pastor's study. Ilierapeutic efforts
should proceed as rapidly as possible. A spiritual climate
should be created that would melt the barriers within the
patient and between iMitient and counselor.
In speaking of the art of listwiing in counseling
patients Dicks says:
If given the chance, the patient will carry us to
his religious needs, and often times through his dis
covering them they are ministered to and his hopes
strengthened but nonetheless our part is significant
aSibid., pp. 04-105.
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In this process. ...Iiistening is the ability of one
person to encourage and give another person the
opportunity to talk. "2**
Qualifications of the listener are a willingness to trust
God� an akility to ke non-Judicial, to ke spiritually
healthy, and to really care for the person enough to take
time. In this technique the chief instrument, the qu^tion,
is used to express one's interest in the patient, to en
courage him to talk, to hold him to the subject, and to
probe. The listening is terminated with reassurance given
in the form of a positive statement and given briefly, sis^ly,
sincerely, but not too soon. This is effective in propor
tion to the authority which the person has with the patient.
Eeassurance is also gained through prayer.
Toung characterizes the art of listening as "the
resource most frequently used in the pastor's hospital
ministry**, yet "the most difficult technique to impart to
the would-be counselor,** and **a powerful izistrument for good
or harm according to t^ e skill with which it is practiced. '*2�
He warns:
On routine visits the pastor has no ethical right
to use any technique that will cause the individual
to reveal material that he did not intend to share.
Many times it is a temptation to 'pull out' with the
listening method, material one knows is underneath.
2^icks, cit., l^. 87,8. Ibid., pp. 92-106.
28Richard K. Toung, The ^tor's H^pital Ministry
(Nashville, Tennessee; Broatoan Press, 1954) , pp. 69-71.
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but ootliliig is ever gained by tbe method unless the
"Does God send suffering?" will be met sometime by
nearly any one who ministers to the sick. Dicks called
suffering a chief instrument in the building of souls for
fellowship with God. Be answers this question;
God does not send specific sufferings Be does
send suffering in general. That is, God wills suffer
ing as an experience in the world, as an instrument
with a purpose. The creative way to deal with ex
perience is i^n the basis of: What can X do with
this opportunity? Xt is the task of each of us to
discover the desire of God for himself; to search
for the meaning behind every experience.
Tbings which Toung lists as the pastor's resources
for his hospital ministry are the influences embodied in
his traditional role of pastor, the ministry of listening,
the Bible, prayer, and the conscious use of the voice to
create an atmosphere of peace and quiet. **The pastor's
role as a reprmentative of God occupies the central place
in the healing methodology of his ministry to the sick."
The Bible, too, has traditionally been known for its inex
haustible resources of comfort and strength for those facing
crises in life. But for maximum effectiveness it shoiild be
used with a specific purpose for each case. Xt ie compara
tively easy to find in it examples of experiences similar
to that of the patient to help him to gain perspective. Xf
29xbid. , p. 71. aODicks, ^. cit., p. 149.
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tlie pastor has committed certain passages to memory he can
quote a few appropriate verses to a critically 111 patient.
The patient's Interpretation of a passage may reveal his
deeper, underlying needs. Xn any case, Toung helleves the
patient ought to he glv^ the opportunity to make a choice of
a Scriptural passage. This assures that the Scripture will
ke a familiar cme. He suggests that when a Scripture verse
is to ke left with a patient it mak^ it more personal to
Jot it down on a scratch pad from his pocket than to pass out
printed material. Westkerg tells of the following in
stances in which nurses mktw Into this ministry. Xn som4%
Ifennonlte hospitals it is customary for each of the entire
personnel to go Individually, following morning chapel service,
to a patient's room, introduce himself, and ask the patient's
permission to read a short portion of Scripture. Xn certain
Deaconess hospitals in Germany on the wall of each patient's
room is a calendar which has a Scripture verse for each day.
As the nurse greets the patient each morning she reads the
verse for the day.^^ Westkerg and Dicks have koth listed
suggested Scripture portions for hospital ministry which
are given in the app^idlac to this study.
"Prayer, intelligently employed is another potent
3lToung, g^. cit. , pp. 61-66.
32Qx>anger, Westkerg, Nurse, Pastor, and Patient (Rock
Island, Illinois J Augustana Press, 1955> , p. 47.
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therapoutic resource In tbe bospital ministry." He believes
tbat tbere is no "pat** formula as to when one sbould use
prayer and when not but rather the pastor must constantly
seek the mind of Christ for this. This depends much on the
needs of the patient kut also on tbe situation and on the
experience and knowledge of the patient. When the pati^t
has requested the pastor's visit they usually welcome a prayer.
When the patient feels the need of confession, a prayer lay
ing the whole matter before God to take away the guilt can
be a potent therapeutic resource. Zn the supportive ministry
with those facing surgery, the acutely ill, those facing
death, or the bereaved, he uses intercessory prayer to call
for spiritual comfort, encourageiient, and strength. He
further says, *'Frayer also serves a teaching purpose as one
ministers in the sickroom; that is, it teaches the patient
to get keyond the immediate situatiom. ."^^ Dicks says;
Prayer makes us sure of ourselves kecause the self
beccMnes submerged in God, doubts give way to confi
dence, discouragement to hope, because we submerge
our minds in the mind of God as we pray. Prayer does
not change God's mind or will for us but it brings us
into line with His mind and will: it helps us to play
our partf and to trust the Sternal Father.^*
The responsibility of prayer with the patient will
sometimes fall on the nurse. Patients may ask the nurse for
33Young, 0�. cit., pp. 66-67.
34itu88el h. Dicks, Who |8 My Patiwit? (Hew York:
The Mac Millan Company, 19?3T� p. ii3.
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prayer when they would not want a pastor or at a time when a
pastor would not he readily arailahle.^^
Since illness affects the whole person the patient
aay he more sensitiwe, irritable, hostile, or suspicious
than usual. Therefore the initial contact in visitation is
extr^ely important. At this time a workii]^ relationship
between patient and pastor may either be established or
prevented. Following is a <�MBposite list of simple rules
from those who have done visitation.
1. Zn general do not go into any room where the door
is closed without first findii^ out from the nurse or faioily
the circiaastances existing behind it.
2. Observe special signs such as "Ho Visiting'* or
"Zsolaticm" that are hanging on the door. Thef are there
for a definite reason; find out the reason and respect it.
3. When a light is on over the door wait until the
nurse takes care of the patient's needs.
4. Do not totich the patient's bed or apparatus and
equipment attached to it.
5. While entering the room quickly size up the
situation as to indications of the patient's condition,
evidence of previous visitors, etc.
6. Let the patient take the lead in shaking hands,
35Zkid. S^Toung, 0�. cit. , p. 55
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and then returning the pressure with like strength.
7. ^ike a position in line with the patient's
vision so he is not required to move around in ked.
8. Beware of letting the visit kecotae a patiK>lo-
gical conference. Dcm't share your own or other's hospi-^
tal experience with the patient.
9. Be relaxed. Don't carry tensions from one
patient to another.
10. Keep the visit short, ev^ counseling sessions
should rarely ke over forty-five minutes.
11. Leave when the patient's meal is delivered.
12. Xn a small ward, speak to all of the patients.
13. "Don't whisper or speak in low tones to a nurse,
to a memker of the family or to any one else in the sick
room or near it, if there is the slightest chance that the
patient will see you or hear you. "37
14. Don't use medical terms, tbat is, don't pose as
a sM9iuedoHBiedical man, Riqp�resmtt Christ.
15. Cooperate with other memikers of the healing team.
Xt is good etiquette to check at the nurses' desk before
visiting.
16. Times suggested for visitation are not before
eleven A.M. but before lunch, after lunch but before general
37Riohard C. Cakot, M.D. , and Russell L. Dicks, ^le
Art of liinistoring to the Sick (New York: The Mac Millan
Company, 1945; � pT 2B^,
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vlsitlog hours, or after afterooon visitlug hours hut hefore
the evening meal, 'this will help to avoid heing intem:q;>ted
hy other visitors.
In using prayer in the siokrooai Youx^ suggests that
it he fairly short, he in a conversational tone, lift the
individual up to God, give the patient's spiritual need as
he himself recognizes it, and that the patient he helped to
In speaking on the Relationship Between Hospital and
Church" Rev. Ray Anderson r^oinds us of the spiritual inheri
tance of the healing ministry recorded ky lAike, the Now
Testament doctor:
St. liuke 8:38,39: "The man from whom the demonds
had gone kegged that he might ke with Him; kut he
sent him away, saying. Return to your home, and de
clare how much Ood has done for you. And he went
away, proclaiming throughout the whole city how much
jresus had done for him." And again: St. Luke 17:15-19:
"Then one of them, when he saw that he was healed,
turned hack, praising God with a loud voice: and he
fell on his face at ^us* feet, giving him thanks.
Now he was a Samaritan. Then said Jesus, Were not
ten cleansed? Where are the nine? Was no one found
to return and give praise to God except this foreig
ner? And he said to him. Rise and go your way; your
faith hath made you whole. "39
Amkroise Pare, a sixteenth century surgeon, left the prin
ciple of his life and practice of God and man working to-
38Young, o|i. cit.. p. 68.
39Rev. Ray Anderson, D.O., "tlie Guiding Principle of
Amkroiso Pare (The Relationship Between Bospital and Church),"
Bulletin, American Protestant Hospital Associatiim, XJX-^
(Jiily; "i^55), i>. 16, '
^ ~
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gether in the healing ministry in the words inscrihed on
his statue, **I dressed the wound, God healed the patient."
Anderson suggests that the task of our church-related
hospitals today is to follow Jesus* example ky sending the
patients hack to their homes and churches "to praise God
for what has haf^^ed." The chaplain or pastor should have
helped them to find "a new direction in their soul to carry
them into a new life in Christ and the church.**^
Ritz Heerman, then president of the American Bospital
Association, left his challenge to the 1954 American Pro
testant Hospital Associaticm 0>nwenti<Hi ky recalling Jesus*
words in liuke 10:25-37:
"And kehold, a certain lawyer stood up and tempted
him, saying. Master, what shall X do to inherit eter
nal life? He said unto him, what is written in the
law? Bow readest thou? And he answering said, Hiou
Shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and
with all thy mind; and thy neighkor as thyself."
when Jesus was asked, "Who is my neighkor?" he gave the story
of the Samaritan who stopped to care for the sick man.
Heesnnan then says, "lliis is our calling, the care of the sick.
...We must never lose the spiritual inheritance which gives
our chosen field a special richness. **^1
40xkid.
4lRitz B. Heerman, Xn his address to the 1954 Con
vention of the Protestant Hospital Association, Bulletin,
American Protestant Hospital Association, XVXXX-Z (April,
1954}, p."t:
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Even as tlie healing ministry has a spiritual inheri
tance in j�M8us* example the modern hospital moT^ent has an
inheritance of spiritual consecration. For a thousand years
or more the hospitals of Europe were maintained as charity
institutions to care for the sick and injured poor who had
no other refuge or relatives to care for them. Th��se unfor
tunate ones were cared for ky members of religious orders as
an act of religious devotion in the spirit of the Good Samari
tan. Three-quarters of a century ago the hospitals in this
coimtry presented a similar picture. Sisters in the Catholic
hospitals and Deaconesses in the Protestant hospitals cared
for the sick poor, cooked, did the Janitor work, and all that
needed to be done. There were no paid employees. W�Btberg
gives the origin of the typical hospital in an average ilmeri-
can community as a time of aome acute need fifty to one hun
dred years ago when a church basement or parsoni^e was
pressed into use for emergency care by people who were in
spired by the Master to do something tangible about the need.^
This close tie between healing and the church has been severed.
But recently it ie being rediscovered that those pioneers were
motivated by the spirit of Christ "who healed the sick because
^^William C. Perdew, "The Church Hospital As An Employer,"
Bulletin, American Protestant Hospital Association, XIX-4
(^toWer, 1955), p.ir
^
^Granger Westberg, Nnrse, Pastor, and Patient <Bock
Island, Illinois: Augustana Press , 1955) , p. 78.
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He could not resist ministering to the whole man In order to
bring about the abundant llfe."^ Basic religious concepts
of the Protestants do not require that one withdraw from the
world to be religious. Rather Protestants believe that reli
gion should be practically expressed in all of the relation
ships of daily life. Therefore they believe that Protestant
hospitals may have paid employees who are still doing their
Job in this spirit of spiritual devotion and consecration.^^
Frank Tripp, executive secretary of Southern Baptist
hospitals states his idea of the ministry of the church-
related hospital as follows: '*The hospital offers the best
possibility for Christian witnessing because in itself it
l^rovides witnessing in three ways: preaching, teaching, and
healing. He says this in the light that the cnurch is
measured ky the number of people that it can reach and the
hospital is its one agency in which there are more people
concentrated and available to the message. One student
nurse at New Orleans Southern Baptist Hospital gave her
reason for being there by quoting her favorite Scripture
verse, "X am come that they might have life, and that they
^Ibid., p. 79. 45perdew, og. cit., p. 3.
46pi^ank Tripp B.B. "A Christian Atmosphere in the
Church-Related Hospital in Snployee Relations, " Bulletin
American Protestant Hospital Association, XVI I I-2 (April,
1954), p.'X
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might have it more ahuodantly."^
Toung lists the following five motives for the hos
pital ministry of Southern Bi^tistss
(1) to give medical care to the poor, (2) to carry
out the healing ministry of Jesus, (3) to provide a
Christian atmosphere for the sick, (4) to train godly
young women in the field of nursing and to furnish an
avenue of service to doctors and nurs^ who feel the
Christian call, and (5) to enlarge its program of
evangelism.'*^
As the church-related hospitals live ^ to these motives
surely they are, as Toung calls them, "among the most useful
instruments for home mission work which the denomination
possesses."^
Xn addition to this ministry of the bospital staff the
patient can often times ke reached and helped spiritually
through literature written especially few him. Dicks has
not only written for those who minister to the sick, kut he
has written also for those who are sick. In his book. Medi
tations for the Sick, he recommends relaxation as an aid to
recovery. Xn order to really relax the patient should lose
bis consciousness of himself and his trouble. But he must
fill his mind with other things. When the pastor visits
48Don Minton, "A Nurse's Trainii^ Starts at Hosoe,
"Home Ufe, XX-4 (April, 1955), p. 30.
^^Ricbard K. Toung, The ^stor *s Hospital Ministry
(Nashville, Tennessee: Broa2S3m l^ess, 1954;, p. T5t
SOxbid., p. 127.
5lBu88ell L. Dicks, Meditations for the Sick (Chicago:
Willett, Clerk, and Company, 1937), p. 2:
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the sick, he, as an individual, is interested in the patient
and how he is getting along. But as a pastor, a representative
oi reljlgion and of Christ, he is interested in leading the
patient from himself to a far hotter relationship with Christ.
If he voices a prayer at the hedside, it will, no douht, he
for recovery of health for the pati^t hut beyond tbat for
a peace and poise which is of the Eternal.
J. Otis Toung gave as a standard for Methodist hospi
tals that they have Christian books, leaflets, and other
reading material within reach of every patient and visitor.
Religious pictures and symbols should be on the wall of
every patient's room, in tbe halls, offices, and waiting
rooms. TO give a Christian witness the church-related hos
pital ought to provide a place for private worship in a
chapel not used for other purposes and to make adequate
provision for pastoral care for each patient.^ Chaplain
Oraheira does not want the patient's jtoosa "cluttered up with
religious 'props'" but wants the pati^t to find in his rocMa
"a good religious picture, a Bible, and a prayer book in
good condition."^ At another time he elaborated a little
Saibid., p. 82.
53 jf. Otis Toung, "What Our Church Expects of Her
Hospitals" (Paper presented at the Convention of National
Association of Methodist Hospitals and Homes, St. Louis,
Missouri, February 8, 1956).
54Lester W. Drabeim, "A Christian Atmosphere in the
Church-Related Hospital In Patient Relations, "Bulletin,
American Protestant Hospital Association, XTZIZ-2 (April,
1954}, p."^
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on this standard, the Bible or a New Testament with I^alms
which should he at each hedside should not be large enough
to be cumberscMue for the patient to handle. He also suggests
that a daily dewotional book be available to each patient
and that tracts may well be used with moderation by the
chaplain for distribution. ^5
Of the tracts written especially for the sick the
series, "Comfort and Strength," has come to attention the
most frequently. Included in this series are: (1) leaflets
for specific occasions such as "Totir Big Moment" for the
patient who is being prepared for surgery, "So Tou*re a New
Patient", and one for Thanksgiving; (2) leaflets on special
topics such as "You're Closer to Prayer Than Tou Think";
and (3) leaflets to meet special needs of the patient such
as fears, giving up, tensions, unbelief, and crying out in
dMipair, "^y did this hai^pen to me?" these are four-page
leaflets that are simple, attractive, well written, and
easy to read. Some tell the story of how other patients in
similar circtsostances have allowed Christ to help th^ in
oirder that the reader may gain understanding of his own
problem through identification. Others simply present the
daiiw and invitations of the Bible and of Christ to meet
56Rev. h. W. Draheim, "Pull-Time Chaplain in the
Hospital," Bulletin, American Protestant Hospital
Association, (October, 1955}, p. 4.
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Thm mtwSyr turned ueart to find what quallfieations
tiad hem sot up for tiio oa� is to adadiiistor tho i^iri-
tual wstk. sevei^ d�iioni�atioiis� c^aoissations, and insti-
tttti<ms bave aanaals or at least lists of tliese* One of
tli^e pai^hlets states:
l^is stateiaent deals witb qualificaticms and
training of the ^plAixi, witb bis appointment, witb
bis basic reiaticmsbipe in bis y&mrk^ awl witb other
a<taini8trative questions* It does not attempt to
erect standards for the details of bis day by day
verb, but mmmlf to marie mt the areas of bis
proper functioning.^'
me. Xlia says "the ebaplain's preset role is not well de
fined*"^ the reason for this is bocaime the hospital has
not always recognized tbe need and called the chaplain �
Bather he has been sent in and si^ported by an outside ageney
which believed be bad value to tbe bospital. This value lay
in his ability to meet a special need of tbe patient which
does not come within the realm of either physician or pey~
56a�v. Barold Peters SobuXtz Cc^.), "C<�Bfort and
Strath" tract series* (St. Louis, liimiuri: Bvaagelical
and Eeforued (axurob federation).
^7staadards for Owlaincy Service in Institutions
(CommissiiMi m im$Sm lii Instiluii^, im !lbrk: fedei^al
<^uiieil of tbe caiurohes of Christ In Jmerica), p, 1.
^Andrew O. Blia, "Spiritual Needs in tto Care of the
PatAwit . ** Bttlletiat Aweriean Pret�B8tant Hospital Association,
XirZZX"3 (Juiy, 19&4), p� 7.
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ebiatrist and thus eotttrilittte to th� total care of the
pationt.^^ An anavor to tlio tuostion, �Witat shouid he him
reel volo?** was sotigiit hf putting togottior tl^so statsmonts
of various grcnaps. TSiis was apfKroaoliod first ttooi�b ths
awoauos of **w]iy** sliouid tliere bo a oiiapiain adsiaistsring
a spiritual prograa and "wbo'� should this chaplain ho.
nearly all say or at loast suggest that the bospital chap*
lain is first of all a niaister of the doiq^ and a pastor
to tbe people ui^tor bis care. In this em^mitj his purpose
would be to deepen tbe spiritual life of bellefvmi, to lead
others Into a living fellowship with Ood through jesust end
to bring GOttfort and hope to the distressed.
the standards wbleh these groups have si^^ested aiarfc
son. Tbe qtiallfloatlons which they have suggested for this
OKtraordlnary person are here divided into fmial* pmfsonalf
and spiritual qualifioaticxas. 1%ese in the following oate*
gory, which are called formal qualifications, are the ones
having to do with hie educmtlon and fields of interest.
1� College and tbeologloal si^ool 4teprees from
appwyted sehools.
a. Ordination and denominational endorsttoient with
ovid^KOe of the current approval of that ^toMminatimi and
IMUitoral eiq^erienoe.
g9lbld>
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3. , Specialized training in a clinical course of
counseling, a course of orientation in hospital procedures,
or in-service training under another chaplain.
4. An interest in psychology, counseling, and re
search is the best kind of ministry to people in hospitals.
5. A desire to be constantly learning through study,
observation, and experience.
6. Be familiar with church and denominational history
and philosophy.
7. Have a thorough enough acquaintance with the his
tory and content of the Bible to find passages easily and
quickly.
Suggested as desirable were these personal characteristics
1. Physically well and strong.
2. Have a cheerful, friendly, genial personality, well
adjusted with a capacity to give and take.
3. Have a stable tempeBment .ith ftlllljLty tO llO rolaaeed
not 8bo�ing hvantf or worry.
4. Bo, by naturoy a leader yet have the tmfelgned
bualllty and sMideety In his position to put himself in tbe
haekffround.
5. Be attentive and courteous with a oon^lete sincerity.
6. Be proapt, regular � d^^end^le, readily available,
and oooperative, mindful of rebuffs but never res^itfttl.
7. Save a det�rmination to become acceptable and
profiol^t in bis field.
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8. Bav� a comemen for ttio iio8pita].*8 notation in
Ito profoooional mmnrtemt^ its religions infliumce, and its
teaefaina stan^tords*
Very iM^portant in deserilM.ng tbe one wbo is to be tbe
eeater of tbe religious f^rograa would be bis own apiritual
qualificatious. Tbese qualities wbiob mvmt necessarily
cbaraoterisse tbat ono are suamarised tbus:
1. He axtst be spiritually laiaded, firm in tbe faitb,
consecrated to Cbrlstf continuing in tbe study of God*s
i^rdt and growing in bis personal spiritual ei^erlenee.
2� Seoause of a definite sense of Divine oalling te
tbls wox^a be bas a ^tosire to express bis love and devotion
te ^rlst by ninlst^ing in His aaxoe to tbose wbo are in
bospitnls*
3. Be Biust bave an unlnbiblted readiness in praytrar.
4* H� laust be able to reeognisse tbe patient's
spiritual needs and bave tbe cmnvietion tbat spiritual belp
aay bave a direct influenee on tbeir healing.
5* While be is loyal to the denoMlnation of tbe
hospital, bis aiiaistry is often to tbose of nany denooiaa-
tioas and aust therefore be interdenoainatlonal.
All of these groups bad soaewbat to say about l��w tbe
ebaplaitt should be appointed and bow bis work should be set
UP in relation to otiuir d^artaents. 1!bose wbo a^tioned
his appointaent speelfieally reoowBended tluit it be by the
Institutional authorities witb tbe consent of or noainated
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hf the appropriate church gr<nq?> In relation to the other
depftrtmttnts he should:
I* Be ft departaeiit head with full sway in the fonsa-
tion of poiicor ia the department and the j^wiiege of
attending departaimit head Meetings*
8. Be loyal to the policies of the hospital and
gear his niaistry to the overall pmm^m of the hospital �
3* Be respcmsihle to the adnittistratc�r and to the
religious aetivlti�i oonaittee of the hoard of trustees,
if there is <�ie*
4� Bave a trustee to represent hia on the hoard to
defend his actions or to initiate new injects whicsh need
the consTOt of the hoard*
5* Initiate such cooperative relatlonahips with other
departments and other memhers of the hospital staff as are
possihle without sacrificing religious principles*
6. Be included in the doctor's plans for his pati^te*
7* Be on the t(6Mohlng staff*
While the chaplain is associated with the hospital he
still retains his alniet^rial relatlcmship with his denoni-
nation* As a oleaeiqnian he abides by the same professional
ethics that he would in a church, tb&t is to say he will
oonprottise no point of doctrine or �K>rality, he will not
reveal cmifldenoes, and he will atteaiKi such church meetings,
eonfnonces, and ooaventlons as will be helpful to him ^
will promote the chaplaincy prograa in the denoalnation.
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Sis dawnsk offieiais may roasooaliiy oxpoot bim to fitmieli
tliom witb nooossary roports of his iN>rk. Xn tvan bo may
SKpoet them to ftumisb him with eortain siqqM^esbKitary itoms
snob as epooiai litoratnro or spoeiaiXy oonseerated itsms,
hut he retains the right of selection of the proffered
materials. Some groi^ suggest tbat tbe obai^laln wear wome
IdMitifying iasigaia even though their ministers do not
routinely wear speelal elerieal garsents. tbe Board of
Bospitals and Bones of the itetbodist Church suggest tbat
patients would oft�B times invite him to their rooms if tbey
reoognlsed his status.^ OtlMrs do not prescribe any
^�eial drees.
Also Included in ��bov** to bave a ^li^plainey program
is bam shall it be stimported. the groups who mmticmed s^^
port said it siMyuld eo�e from tbe bospital and should be
OOMWensurate witb that of ministers in the church pastorate and
professional nei^rs of the hospital staff with equal train
ing and skill, tills would provide � toO| fi�r advancement in
�alary with iaoreaeed eoi^petency in skill. Xn addition to
salary it was reeoottttided tbat the bospital furnish him with
two other fun^* An operating budget will cover such tbii^s
as materials for religious education and special holidays.
eoSuggestiOBS for Qualifications �v| CSbaplains in
Uethodimt^m^iMXSrCSmfoveA hi Board oT-^tiitals ang
!!omo8 of tbe Betliodlst Chureb, ld54)t p. 4.
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Beyond this situations arise In which the chaplain needs a
dlseretlmiary fund to �eet needs of a eonfldeatlal nature.
Bow Many ^laplaias are needed to adequately carry on
a program of Christian education in tbe hospital? This
Must necessarily vary witb tbe type of bospital and tbe type
of patients to which it is Ministering as does tbe program
itself. A suggested standard would be one full time chaplain
of tbe Major faith group for tbe first 150 patients witb an
additional ebaplala for each addltimal 500 patiwats of tbat
same faith group. Other faith groi^ should be represented
by a chaplain of their group for 250 patients or a part time
chaplain for less patients.
Xn order tbat tbe chaplain carry out an effective pro<�
gram of Christian education he needs adequate quarters and
equipnent. Forenost be needs a private office which he can
use for study, for interviewing and counseling and where be
can ke^ confidential records. This ottXee ought to be
easily accessible to tbose ccMlng from within tbe bospital
and to tbose coMlng in froa tbe outside. Tbere oi^t, also,
to be a chapel used exclusively for religious purposes and
open at all tines fCKr pati^ts, visitors, and staff for
prayer. Meditation, and worship. Young also suggests a
good Interconmunication system to each bed and residence in
6i�taa#MPds for Oiaplalncy Servi<� in Institutions
(^WMissH^ CM Minilflnr In Insiiiuiidns, ^ew �ork: federal
Council of tbe Churches of Christ In Aaerlca), pp. 6,7.
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or near tbm iMOpital Iweatiso of eaiorgoaey caiXe at adgiit.^*
Aftor ooasidoriag why there shoiild he a chs^^lain, wbo
tbie ebaplaiii ebouXii he la terns of bis qualifieatloas^ bow
be should he appointed, how be should stand in relation to
tbe bospital and to bis dKioninatlon, bow he should he sup"
ported, bow nany chaplains are needed for an adequate Chris-
tian education program, and where bis quarters and equipnent
are, tbe next avenue of approach was, "What shall he the
nature of bis work in tbe li^epitalt" Since tbe realisation
of the need for sueb a prograa with a chaplain at the center
of it is still in the growing stage, be aust first sell him
self to the staff. In order that bis ministry may ke an
integral part of tbe healing ainistry of the bospital be aust
coordinate his work with that of his collogues and often
times serve as a liaison ketween tbe doctor and the patient.
Bis work bas kewi sunned up in tbe following words:
A dew'^an in an institution attempts $ so far as
possible, to recreate tbe conditions of parish or
local chiorcb life, tbat is, to pe^iom as many of
tbe alnisterial functions as are relevant to the
institutional situati<m, for patients, and, as^e may
be called upon, for staff and other eo^loyees.^
By the nature of the group to when he is alnisterlttg be per
sonally bas tbe respcmsibility of organizing and st^iervising
�%icbard K. Young, The Pastor's agspital laaistry
(Kftshville, Tennesseei Broiaratt fi^dsil, l^UT, p. IMl
^0�. cit.
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tlie whole eplrittml pvogram and carrylag out most of It.
Tbls iirogram can be broken dmm Into parts according to
the several gro�^ of people with wboei be wcnrks. Bis
ministry to tbe primary group, tbe pati^ts, and to tbeir
loved ones is basically tbe same typo of minlstrati^ks as
in a church pastorate, but differs distinctly from it in
some of the details* Be provides worship services la the
chapel but also in tbe wards, witb the penalssion of th�
doctor, and at tbe besides* Bis congregation is available,
via the intercommunication system daily and at many bourii
of the day* It may consist of several denominations and
faiths neoessitatlng care to avoid i^fence to any of them
and to avoid any proselyting. In the chapel i^pecial care
must be exercised for tbe comfort of tbe worsbli^pers*
Be must be prepared either to administer ministerial
asts such as the rites and sacraments or to call tbe patiwt's
own pastor for these as tbe patient may desire. His pastoral
duti^ begin witb visitatlcHi but bis list of parishioners is
c<Mistantly changing and he imist have some system, varying
with tbe bospital, of meeting them and tbeir needs in a
short time bef<�re tbeir discbarge fv�m tbe hospital* Times
of special physical need call for alertness on the chaplain's
part as tbe greater part of his time is spent in dealing
with the individual in visitation and counseling. Thme
times often open up (^^rtiwities for a spiritual ministry
to tbose wbo would not otherwise reoogniae a need for it*
Tbey my I10 retmneeA to tho pastor of tbeir preferenee in
tbeir borne mnmoity and thus tbe obaplain^s oiaietry ie
extended to tbe oenmaity and continued. This introduces
anotber iaportaat facet in tbis big Job, tbat Of a liaison
between tbe pati�ite and tbeir bmm cburcb and clergyman.
Articles vrittwi by two different cbaplains stated tbat
wben tbe patient is a regular member of a cburcb bis own
clergyman ought to be notified and allowed to minist^ to
tbe patiwit if be desires.^ SesidM tbis individual ainistry
tbe cbiM�laia <nigbt also to arrange tor group worship for
other faith groups when they are large miougb to warrant it.
While indiscriaiaate visiting for religious ministry is dis
couraged, the chaplain aay well a^jirove religious ainistry
and distribution of selected literature by qualified workers
and ainisters. Itolatives of tbe patients often go to tbe
chaplain with pleas for reassurance and intd^retatlon of
tbe illnoM or of hospital routines, l^ils gives bia tbe
^^portunity of showing concsem and understandii^ to then as
well as to tbe pati�it hiaself .
A second groi^ connected witb tho bospital to whoa
the chaplain nlnisters is the stu^kMat nurses. Many of these,
too, are away from tbeir bene church and need a j^tor. fbey
^I*. Orabeia, *Tull-Tiae Chaplain in tbe Bospital,**
Bulletin, American Pifotestant Hospital Association, XXX�4
Cfletober, 19&S), p. 4i knA Smoa I. gllncMbaugh, "Irithia
Bospital Walls,** Hatlonal Council Outlook, (jruly, 1956),
p. 81 �
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need to bo oiicotiragod and helped to flad a aew ^uroh home
aad one gIobo ,^ at hand where they feel free to ask f<^ help
with epirltual probleais. Sesides the geaieral ohapel sorrier
to whloh all patients and hospital |�ersonnel are milcooe he
may conduct chapel services for the student nurses at an
hour which especially fits their schedule* It is reeoswended
that he be used as advisor on religioi^ activities for the
school of ttursins Southern Baptist hocpltals.^^ He is
their pastor, comiselori advisor; teacher, and co-worker
inesmuch as the student nurses* talents can be used in
chapel services.
Probably the group in the hospital which is least
touched by the <^ii^aia*s ministry is the employees. They
should understand that he Is there willing to be a personal
counselor to them at any time* But they can be instrum^tal
in getting his program integrated into the overall program
of the hospital by understanding his ptopose and program and
thim by observing and r^rting to bin cas^ where he m.f be
of spiritual help* is an interpreter of tbe pbiloeophy md
policies of the chun^-related hospital to enployees he
pvonotes understanding and baiq^iaess*
Beyond the bospital the chaplain is perhaps the most
^5 "Beccnaendati<�s for tbe Southern Baptist Bosjj^tal
Chaplaincy" adopted 1^ Southern Baptist Bospltnl Cbaplains;
and Aibiiinlstrators* Omventicm, f^ru&ry, IdSS cited by
Richard K. Ycwig, The Pastor's Hospital MinlBtry (Bashville,
Tennessee: Broadaan Press, I5�54;, p* ^^*
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likely iierscm to have the op^tortunlty to promote understand
ing ketween the hospital and the denoiolnation, the hospital
and Individual churches and their clergy, and the hospital
and the ccemunity*
Christian education must always he an integral part
of Christianity and the church. Therefore the pastor must
always deal with this function. In the church he delegates
most of the teaching to others, hnt in the hospital the
chaplain does all the teaching. His teaching to the patients
may ke in the Obvious form of Bible classes, hut more often
is incorporated in his visitation and counseling. Both as
an additional program and an auxiliary to his work with the
patients he carries on an educational ministry to other
groups within the hospital. Xn order to aid the chaplain in
making his spiritual ministry a vital, integral part of the
whole healing ministry of the hospital these other grot:^,
which include nurses, doctors, medical stud^ts, theological
students who are working under the chaplain, and even some
pastors from the community, must first feel a personal in
terest in the spiritual ministry and then an interest in ex
tending it to the patients. Xn classes to these groups the
chaplain will aim first of all to get them to see their own
needs and have them met, secondly to show th^ his aims and
methods in ministering to the patients, then to ar^ise in th^
a desire to cooperate in this ministry. Lastly, he will
tea<:h them some of the signs of spiritual need in the patient,
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how thoy can <AmeTre and report the needs to him, and scxne
hasic techniques of counseling which they can use at the
moment when a patient opens up a need to them and can use
to reach those who reject the chaplain hecause of his pro
fessional status hut will accept couxs^el from the one who
had already won their confidence hy ministering to them
physically. If any other persons or groups are carrying on
religiotis education within the hospital It must he on appro
val of and under the direction of the chaplain. This then
is what the literature marks out as the "real role of the
chaplain. "
III. SPBCtAL CHAPLAINCY TBAININO
Richard Young says, "It is imperative that denomina
tional hospitals have chaplains trained to work with the
medical profession. He quotes J. F. liurrell, administra
tor of the Miami Baptist Hospital in C&lahoraa, thust
Baptists will use their hospitals to greater
spiritual ends when they Institute a program for
training men for the highly specialized task of
ministering to the sick. Theological training, as
furnished hy our seminaries, is essential as a hack-
ground, kut it is not enough. A clinical training
program for this work is vitally needed, for only
when we have men esi^cially trained for this task
will they fit into the hospital routine and he
welcomed ky the physicians and nurses, hecause they
work along sound lines and cooperate with them and
do not work independently of them.^'
66Toung, op. cit., p. 16,
67J. F, Murrell, cited hy Young, og. cit., p. 16.
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Because of Austin Philip Guile's vision of this
necessity and his lahors in this field at Andovar Newton
Iheological School the hospital cshaplaincy was recognized
as a specialty hy the ��establishment of tbe first chair in
any theological school In the country, the Guiles Chair of
Psychology and Clinical Training" at that school.^ Other
seolnaries and hospitals, seeing this need, have instituted
courses for this study. No special study of these courses
was made as this seemed to he a side issue relevant only to
tbe extent tbat such training is available. This fact was
established from literature which was included with answers
to tbe questionnaires sent out. A list, which is by no
means exhaustive, of courses for this specialized training
is included in tbe ap|>endix. A|80 some hospitals sponsor
tvo or three day workshops in pastoral care. The methods
Of study in tbi^e courses varied including lectures, sc^nar
discussions, attendance at medical and sux^ical clinics,
actual counseling with verbatim reports, special reading
witb book reports, studiest on special topics, and individual
interviews witb chaplains, psychiatrists, or directors of
the course. Tqplcs studied ranged from orientation into
hospital organization and procedures, the art of counseling,
^Andrew D. Slia, M. D., "Spiritual Needs in the Care
of the Patient," Bulletin. American Protestant Bospital
Association, XVZII-^ Wly, 1954), p."T:
^
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tbm loeohanics of hospital visitation, the relationship of
the chaplain to various individuals and groups in the
hospital, the application of clinical findings to the
pastorate, and others.
IV. PBMlcm INVKSTIGATKafS
The America Protestant liospital Association, through
its ConiBlssion to Study Religious Work in Piratestant Hos
pitals, has made studies of the ways in which a religious
ministry to patients was carried out in various hospitals
of the coimtry. Tbe most recent one of these which came to
the attention of this investigator, "Religious Work in Pro
testant Hospitals, Standards and Reports-1945'*^^ is the one
treated here. Thia study was carried out ky sending ques-
tioimaires to various Protestant hospitals of the CK>untry.
Earlier studies made hy that Commission, "Report of the
Religious Work in Protestant Hospitals-1941" and The Report
on the Commission to Study Religious Work in Protestant
Hospitals-1943," were mentioned In it.
The 1945 study reveals a trend toward the "Standards"
which were adopted ky the American Protestant Hospital
69Religiou8 Work in Protestant ^pitals. Standards
and Reports - 1945. A alwiy ma^ ky the commission to Study
leTlgious Work m Protestant Hospitals, American Protestant
Hospital Association, compiled by Rev. !^old Peters Schultz.
New York; Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America.
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Association in 1940 and revised after tbe 1945 study. Tbis
trend was evidenced in a large increase in tbe number of
cbaplains employed in Protestant bospitals between 1941 and
1945, in increased cooperation between tbe hospitals and
churches in religioi^ ministry, and in an increased niaaher
of hospitals providing a private office for tbe chaplain.
8<me of tbe less encouraging findings of the 1945 study were
tbat tbe number of chaplains witb special clinical training
did not keep pace witb the IncreasiNl number <�ployed and
tbat only a small number of tbe courses taught to student
nurses dealt with tbe spiritual suspects of tbeir ministry
to the sick. The need for still more cooperation between
clergy, physicians, and bospital personnel was revealed
specially by tbe aidswers concerning visiting clez^y coming
into tbe hospital. Very few of tlie visiting clergy cleared
witb tbe nurses or doctors to find out tbe patient's condi~
tion or need before visiting. Tbe question, "mat religious
literature is distributed to your patients?" brought out a
definite need for more iiteratia:^ written specifically for
tbe sick or dying, and for more care in the selection. of the
literature which was keing pasocd out. The fact was estab
lished tbat in most cases tbe bospitals which bad made more
provision for a spiritual ministry, usually with a tull time
chaplain, were stronger at the above mentioned "weak links"
than were those which made little or no provision.
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The report was coaeluded with "RecoiQiaeadatioiis to the
American Protestant Hospital Association". The needs tor a
full-time chaplain, for specially written literature, and
for hotter cleii^:^ -physician relationship were touched upon
in these reoommendations. The "Standaros for Work of the
Chaplain in the General Hospital", which this commission
officially approved, lists siiggestions under the following
topics: (1) the training of the chaplain; (2) the chaplain
shall ke responsikle to the administrator of the hospital;
(3) the chaplain shall cooperate with the other personnel of
tho hospital; (4) the chaplains shall have a rational plan
for selecting the patients he calls upon; (5) records of
the chaplain; (6) tbe appointment of a chaplain; (7) wor
ship in the hospital; and (8) it is written, "Uan shall
not live ky kread alone." Very little was mentioned in
them ahout bis actual work or his opportunities for Chris
tian teaching.
Tbe study revealed a growing interest and an improve
ment in an adequate provision for a spiritual ministry ky
tbe church-related hospital kut showed a long way left to go.
In tbis report as in tbe other literature reviewed
only a little bas been said about tbe possibilities that
exist for a program of Christian teaching in tbe church-
related hospital. For tbe religious worker to teach courses
to nxurses or student nurses was a fairly c<�iiraon practice kut
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apparently tbe content oi tbose courses varied witb tbe
worker. Tbe possibility of a program of Christian
teaching witb other groups was barely mentioned with
nothing said about content or quantity.
V. PR2SSNT STATUS OF THS PRQBLEIH
The existence of tbe great number of church-related
bospitals tbat we bave today is proof tbat the church bas
believed that its ccHomission was threefold! teaching,
preaching, and healing. But in many instances it bas
detached these from each other and relegated each to its
own institution. Tbat tbe hospitals are recognizing their
need for this is shown in the way they are making a place
for a chaplain to head tbe preaching ministry and more
recently givii^ him a teaching ministry also. Tbe medical
profession too, is recently heralding "tbe total approach
to the total imrson" and thus recognizing the need for a
spiritual aspect in tbe healing profession. Without a
trained religimis worker in the bospital, tbe nurse and
doctor are confronted with tbe spiritual probl^s of tbe
patient. Neither is trained to meet them. Toung says,
"The opportunity which ^ists in tbis generation to enter
into a total ministry to tbe total person Is tbe greatest
70
which tbe church has faced since Jesus set tbe example."
70young, 0�. cit. , p. 5,
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2a the light of this, is not tho church obligated to co
operate in this total aj^roach by preparing its pastors
for this particular ainistry?
With this recognition and increasing interest on.
the part of those concerned, this program of a combined
ministry is growing. The �iaphasis thus far has been on
the counseling phase of the chaplain's work. Those who
would add the other third of the threefold ministry, teach
ing, must experim^t with what to teach, when, and how.
Little has been written on this other than varied sugges
tions and general principles.
CHAPTBB III
METBOD mm AND GROtm STimXlD
Tii� pvt^lm as stated in Chapter X was to detenaine
the kinds of prograais of Christian eduoation now existing
in church-related hospitals, determine the attitude of
those in certain key positions toward those programs, and
to gain suggestions for future developBWits in this field.
Xt was necessary to limit the field ky confining the inves
tigation to sons selected fpeovsp that would ke r^;�resentative�
X. METHOD OP PROCSDimS
Methods considered for dhtalnlng the information were
pmKmal Interviews and questionnaires. Too great an amount
of time and eoqpense would ke involved to attenpt very many
interviews. The questionnaire seemed to provide tbe best
means of obtaining necessary data.
Because tbe information desired cov�red a very broad
area it would not bave been difficult to list many questlims.
But the number of replies would probably vary inversely witb
tbe utBaber of questions, iberefore an attempt was made to
ask for information that would be readily available to tbe
person answering the questi^is and to so woard the questi^-
nalre tbat tbe relies would demand tbe least possible amount
of effort. Check mark and completion type of questions
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seemed to l�e the answer to this. The questionnaire was
further shortened hy grouping the questions under major
headings. Xt was hoped that this subject was new and
sufficiently pertinent to create sufficient interest to
counterbalance the length of the questionnaire.
In order that the questions might be relevant and
significant an interview was arranged with a chaplain in
a hospital. Neact the question sheet was submitted to two
experts in religious education for criticism. Then the
final questionnaire was compiled beginning with a short
explanation of the purpose of it and the proposed study.
XZ. SOURCES OP DATA
Since it is a generally accepted fact that a parti
cular group should be canvassed as completely as possible
if the results are to produce significant information, it
was Intended to include all of the church-related hospitals
in a given area. Names and addresses of these aad their
administrators were obtained from the annual listing of
hospitals by the American Hospital Association in a special
issue of their monthly magazine.^ This magazine also con
tained a map dividing the country into nine districts.
Three adjacent districts; four, five, and six shown in
XHospitals, The journal of the American Hospital
Association, Fart IX, (June 1956).
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Figure 1; were diosen. A mailing list was made Ineludlng,
Insofar as possible, all of the Protestant hospitals which
were listed as church-own^, church-operated, and church-
related. Questionnaires were then sent to the administra
tors of these hospitals with the request that they be
filled out by the person In charge of religious education
and returned. Out of the 168 which were mailed out, 83
or 49.4% were returned. This was ccmsidered an average
response and a large enough percentage to gather trends
of thought and actions.
FZGURB Z
DxsmzcTS or the mirm states as oivxDm> by
THB AHBRZCAN HOSPITAL ASSOCZATXQK^
X. New England
2. Hiddle Atlantic
3. South Atlantic
4. East North Central
5, East South Central
6. West North Central
7. West South Central
8. Ifountain
9. Pacific
2xhid.
CHAPTER IV
THE ATTITUDE OF THE CHURCH
In Chapter II the church's attitude toward the Chris
tian education snrogram in its hospitals was reviewed as re
vealed in articles and bulletins by various groups telling
what they expect and require; in the literature which they
have written especially for hospital use, and in their provi
sion for specialized training for the hospital chaplaincy.
This tiiapter attemps to catch the attitude of the church
toward its Christian education program in church-related
hospitals by its practical working in the hospitals as re
flected in the answers to the questionnaires.
Among the questicms were: Are the churches sujp^ly-
Ing other religious workers where there is no chaplain?
What type of religious ministry is keing carried on In
these hospitals? Does this ministry vary according to de
nomination or because of some other factor? Are the churches
providing for a spiritual ministry to all groups within
bospitals, or only to certain groups?
It was found that theoretically the cburcb bas set
down requirements for high personal and spiritiul quali
fications for a chaplain to bead tbis program. Tbey asked
that this chaplain's motives be a sense of Divine calling
or a desire to express bis love and devotion to Christ by
ministering in His name to tbose in bospitals. Tbey set
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fairly high requirements for accredited college and s^ni-
nary training with some pastoral experience and prefer
that the chaplain have some specialized chaplaincy train
ing. This interest in the specialized training began only
in recent years but has been growing rapidly and has re
sulted in clinical pastoral training courses. Some of
these have been set vtp by theoli^ical seminaries; some
are sponsored by the Institute of Pastoral Care, Incor
porated,^ a nonsectarian educational foundation; and sc�ne
are sponsored Jointly by these two. Iliese courses provide
the chaplain practical experience in counselling with the
sick. But the church expects him to he at the hub from
which the Christian atoKMspl^re radiates and penMiates the
whole hospital via all possible avenues, through counseling
and otherwise.
There is perhaps more need for the church to actively
show its concern by furnishing religious workers for the
hospitals with no chaplains. Of the 83 hospitals responding
to the questionnaire, 28 or 34% had no chaplain. In seven
or 25% of these 28 there were staff members trained for
religious work, and in three of the seven and two others
tbere were religious workers from outside groups. In two
bospitals there was a chaplain-of-tbe-week program. In
1 Institute of Pastoral Care Incorporated, Massachu
setts General Hospital, Boston 14, Massachusetts.
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four cbureh-rolatod hospitals apparently no arrang^ents
were made for any spiritual ministry. 1%ey all welcomed
the patient's own clergyman and sixteen endeavored to list
the patients according to local church or denomination for
visiting clergymen, or for use in notifying pastors to
call on patients of their own memhership or those of their
own denomination. Zn seventeen hospitals the church had no
sort of organized program to reach the patient or employee
who is without any church connection.
There is also need for the church to fuimish helpers
for hospital chaplains. Of the 56 hospitals with chaplains
who r�MBpoi^ed fourteen of them had outside religious workers
coming in to assist or augment the chaplain's work. Zn
eight of the fourteen these helpers were imder the chap
lain's direct supervision. They included one group of
students, one minister, church groups, and Individuals
from the hospital auxiliary, local churches, and Gideon
auxiliary.
Of the thirty chaplains who listed suggestions for
the improvoaent of religious education in their hospitals
three said they had recently added personnel and eleven
indicated a need for more personnel. Zn only two of these
cases were there any outside religious workers assisting
ehaplains* One of the eleven specified a director of
Christian education, four specified chaplains, and the
others said their need was for added personnel. Could not
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the chufch furnish hoth the specially trained personnel
and volunteers to augment their work?
These workers vhcm the churches have sent have used
various avenues of approach for their spiritual ministry.
They come in contact with the patients in the course of
their hospital duties i thus they are readily available for
spiritual coimseling. Xn addition to this they had a planned
spiritual program which included either a weekly chapel ser
vice or dally devotional period or koth in each of the hos
pitals where they were rendering service. Other plans
which were mentioned in this group were playing religious
records over the puklic address system each evening, having
prayers on cards on the meal trays, and personal witnessing
to individual patients as they ministered to their physical
needs. Groups coming into these hospitals which were with
out a chaplain conducted a religious service in the chapel,
hallways or sang and read Scripture in the wards. One
questionnaire reported that most of the local churches had
a visiting committee.
One of the hospitals reported using a chaplain-of-
the-week program to acquaint the ministers of the conuaunlty
with its services during its first months of operation. Xn
another instance the chaplain-of-thO'^eek program was
carried out ky the ministerial koaurd of the city. These
ministers, acting as chaplains, would have a point of contact
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with all the patients hut would have very little opportunity
for any type of continued influence or teaching. Bospitals
whi($h made no other provision for a spiritual ministry had
various ways of notifying the local clergymen, such as:
listing the patients by ^urc^aes, filing patients* names by
denomination in a file for the ministers, sending a card to
the ministers for each admission, phoning them for critical
patients, and allowing the ministers to check the registry.
Some of these imstors made regular routine visits, others
<x�ie only when notified but in most of the cases their
visits were limited to the members of their local church
or of their denomination. These visits were usually regular
pastoral calls in which the pastor made such use of Bible
reading, prayer, and devotional literature as was fitting
to the oocasicm and in whieh he was ever alert for any need
of further counseling. This type of ministry, of course,
affords much oin;�ortimity for follow tqp. In one of these
hospitals ministers taught a class for student nurses but
^le questionnaire answer did not indicate the content of
the teaching.
Bospitals with chaplains also welc^xned the local
pastors but usually to call enly on their own members or
personal friends. In one of these hospitals a minister
came in to teach a course for student nurses, the ministry
of other religious workers showed a somewhat different
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trend where there was a ehaplaia. 1!he need here was to
assist the ehaplaln and to augment his work. Most of those
whose work was not under his supervision reported their
findings to him or worked in other areas. Soane of these
acted as assistants to the chaplain in making first calls
and referring patients with special needs to the chaplain,
in interviewing patients to find those desiring communion,
and in distrikuting religious literature. One volunteer
Svmt works with the new mothers. Zn one hospital staff
nurses conduct devotional period:with patients as a part
of regular P. H. care. A group of students carried on a
special ministry of singing once a week on the geriatrics
ward and in another hospital the chaplain used gvovpa from
church organizations in conducting worship periods.
One of the services which was distinctively Christian
education was teaching a Sunday School class for children.
But as this activity was mentioned ky only three of the
eighty-three hospitals reporting it would seem that this
is more of a challenging possikillty for the future than a
fact of the j^escoit. Two of these were in children's hospi
tals in connection with a general hospital and quite likely
included children who were long term patients.
Only twelve of the hospitals without a chaplain re
ported any kind of chapel or devotional service for patients
and of these seven have staff memkers trained for religious
work. One of these hospitals has a chaplaln-of-the-week
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program. Still anotber is affiliated witb all of tbe
Protestant cburcbes in its area and these ministers are
responsible for tbe weekly chapel service. Tbere seems
to be a positive correlation between the bospitals that
do not bave any type of worship service and thO bospitals
tbat apparently have no one on tbeir staff trained for
religious work. In only one case was it stated tbat the
cburcbes of tbe coauaunity were responsible for chapel
services where tbere was no trained staff member.
Distribution of religious literature, a part of the
spiritual program which is educational, is dependent on
tbe church. Tbis literature comes either from dencMii-
national or other Christian publishing houses. Seventy-
six of tbe bospitals with cbaplains stated tbat tbey pur
chased new all of tbe religious literature which tbey used,
while twelve purchased part of it and had tbe rest donated.
Two hospitals used no religious literature. One bospital
stated tbat tbeir literature was sent by their state de
nominational social service department for free distribu
tion to patients and visitors. Additional ways in which
tbe cburcbes helped to supply literature were religious
folders to be placed on trays and providing tracts for tbe
cbaplains. In one case tbe church furnished copies of tbe
book, Nurse, Pastor, and Patient by Westberg, ^ for tbe
2Granger Westberg, Nurse, Pastor, and Patient
(Rock Island, Illinois: Augustant Press ,~IF55) .
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BttMlent nurses. This hook glvos th� nurse valuable Instruc
tion on whon and bow to counsel patients. lUmre was only
one hospital repoarfclng which did not indicate that Bibles
were available to tbe patients and many of tb^ a^ntioned
that the Glseons bad provided tbesQ. Ten hospitals did not
indicate tbat devoti<�aal literature was available to tbe
patients . General devotional and prayer books were tbe most
coRHitmily listed literature, then tracts and denminational
papers. Very few of these seemed to be written especially
for tbe sick. It would seem tbat providing literature
written for patients constitutes a challenge to tbe cburcb.
Other ways in which tbe cburcb identified itself
witb tbe religious education program of the bospital were
listed. These Included furnishing speakers for tbe chapel
services, inviting tbe hospital chaplain to speak to various
church groups concerning his work, giving financial support
to tbe bospital program, and tbe appointment of a conference
religious work supervisory coaaaittee. Ctae hospital reported
tbat it was affiliated witb a den^inational college for a
degree course in nursing and anotber denomination furnished
a full time deaconness for tbe bospital.
the study did not seem to reveal any particular
differences la tbe religious education work being done by
tbe different denominations. Tbere were 14 denominations
represented in tbe 83 replies and several of them bad only
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one or two hospitals, which was not a sufficient nunher to
show trends.
Student nurses are the second large group within the
hospital who are often away from their home church and need
the ministry of the church. 0� fifty-three hospitals with
student nurses only twelve reported that they had their own
denominational grotqp for the girls in the hcMspital. Nearhy
churches would, no douht, welcome these students, but their
working hours are very often such that they need a special
hour for meeting to fit their schedules. Nurses* Christian
Fellowship grottjMS met in nineteen or 37% of these, there
were only nine of the groups of student nurses that did not
have a worship or chapel service and five that had only an
occasional service. Only three of the ten hospitals without
chaplains that had student nurses had any provision for
chapel services for them. One of these reported that such
services were conducted by the pastors of the C(�amunity.
There was special ministry to other employees except
in two instancee where the chaplain provided worship ser
vices for them. In thirty-six of the hospitals the chaplains
said they were counselors to the employees showing there was
a minlstsry available even though many of the employees were
living at hc�ae and had their r<^rular church connections.
CHAPTER Y
THE ATTITUDE OP THE ADMINISTRATION
Next was explored the extcmt to which the adrainistra-
tions oi these church-related hospitals encouraged and
aided a Christian education program in their hospitals.
Vie administration, being directlY in charge, can en
courage, keep out, or merely allow a religious education
program in the hospital.
Zt appears that the American Protestant Hospital
Association is not only theoretically hut actively inter
ested in extending religious work in hospitals. This
group, which is repres^tatlve of administrators and chap
lains of Protestant church-related hospitals, set up
"Standards for the Work of the Chaplain in the General
Hospital."
In many Instances the interest of the administration
in a spiritual program is first evidenced hy the fact that
a chaplain has keen wnployed to he in charge of such a pro
gram. Of the eighty-three hospitals ansering the question
naires fifty-five had a chaplain. These were divided into
thirteen with only a part-time chaplain, thirty-six with
one, and six with more than one full time chaplain. There
was a positive relationship between the size of the hospital
and the employment of a chaplain. All of the twenty-eight
hospitals with two hundred or more beds had a chaplain and
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only four of these were part-tlae. Of the twenty-eev^
hospitals with between 100 and 199 beds nineteen had a
chaplain and only four of these were part-time. In the
twmity-eight smallest hospitals, those with less than one
hundred beds, only eight had chaplains and five of these
were part-time. Hospitals with one full-time chaplain
ranged in size from twenty-six to fourteen hundred beds.
In the survey, hospitals with wily a part-time chaplain
ranged in size from thirty-two to three hundred beds and
those with more than one full time chaplain ranged from
235 beds to 665,
Inasmuch as tw^ty-six of the chaplains answered
that they had taken special clinical training courses rang
ing in length from four months to two years hospital a^in-
Istrations must be seeing the value of such training. They
had either employed a chaplain who had this training or as
in one case at least, had allowed him time for it after
they employed him. Though the two studies did not cover
the same group of hospitals perhaps it is significant that
in the previous study in 1945 only eight per cent of the
religious workers had had any supervised clinical training
as compared with the forty-seven per cent now. The interest
in having a chaplain, of course, is much older than in him
having special training. The answers, "always", **many",
"several", *1rears", that the hospital has had a chaplain
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program show tliat soma administrations have long felt the
chaplaincy to he a necessary part of a church-related hos
pital.^ Xn contrast to that, sevente^ hospitals or thirty-
five per cent of those who gave definite answers had started
their chaplain's program in the last five years. Eleven had
started the program between five and ten years ago. Only
twelve had had a chaplain's program for over twenty years.
A seventy bed hospital reported that they had always had a
chaplains a 346-bed hospital had only a chaplain for a year
and a 350-bed hospital for two years. This variation in the
time when the interest in the chaplaincy first began must
have been due to the individual administrations since it did
not correlate with either the size of the hospital or the
denominat ioaos �
The a^lnistration of the hospital is responsible for
the status of the chaplain in the hospital. By making him
a d^Mtrtmtmt head it is shown to staff and patients that
they consider the work of his departiMHat equal in importance
aiul on a professional level with tbe other departmcKtits of
the bospital. Xbus tbe chaplains in thirty-seven or sixty-
seven per cent of tbe bospitals answering go about tbeir work
with the authority of the administration behind them, Xn one
*BellgiouB Work in Protestant Hospitals, Standards
and Reports - X\i4^1 S sTucy mace by the commrssion to study
SeXigious wgrkTir^rotestant Hospitals, American Protestant
Hospital Association, compiled by Rev. Harold Peters Scbultz.
New Tork: Federal Coimcil of Churches of Christ in Aiaerica.
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of the hospitelis the adBtinietrator answered that he was
also the ohaplain, but that a full-time, fully accredited
chaplain had been called to begin his duti^ soon, This
adailnistrator felt that his two-fold responsibility ham
pered him in developing the chaplaincy program including
religious edueatioii, which he felt to be necessary. In ten
of tbe hospitals tbe chaplain was considered only as a part
of tbe staff but apparently not important enough to bave a
separate departnent, and seven of these ten bad bad a chap
laincy program for over ten years. In one bospital, be
was a board mesdier and in anotber be was given <mly the
same privileges as aay other minister wbo came to call.
Closely linked witb tbe status which is given to tbe
chaplain in tbe bospital, and a key to bow be is accepted
professionally by the administration and other staff members,
is the amount of medical information which is placed witb
him. Zt was encour^lng to note tbat in thirtytvo of tbe
hospitals, the chaplain was given access to the medical
records which put him professionally on tbe level with the
medical staff. From tbe viewpoint of the clinically trained
chaplain particularly this is often a great asset to bis
work, fbe previous investigation of 1945 reported tbat
tbe medical records were available to the religious worker
in 54% of the bospitals which is aot significantly lower
than tbe 58% in tbe preset study. 2 |a contrast to tbis.
2lbid.
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aedlca]. iaformfttlon was aeeessiliXe to the chaplain only
tho same as to any othor minister in seventeen of the hos
pitals, and through the doctor in one of the hospitals.
Nurses, who are allowed to give <aily a very little medical
Jnformation, were given as the chaplain's access to this
information in three of the hospitals. However, thirty-
nine gave the contact through nurses as a secondary source.
This places a responsibility on the nurse to oahserve signs
of spiritual need even as she observes signs of physical
and medical need in her patients. Xn turn the administra
tion has the responsibility of teaching her to observe
all such signs of need.
Xt was stated that in thirty-one of the hospitals
there was no set policy as to whether the chaplain should
work in cooperatlmi with the medical staff or independent
of it. <^ly four said that there was a set policy of co
operation. Xn these four cases as departioent heads the
chaplains had access to medical records. Ibe chaplain
was a counselor to the other employees in forty of the
hospitals kut consultati<m was usually initiated ky the
employee himself, since the administration requested it in
only three of the hospitals. This attitiwl� of the adminis
tration leaves the chaplain more free to work with the
other employees in caring for the patients rather than
being over them.
An area of the chaplain's work where he needs and
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very often gets the help of the administration is in making
the contact with the patient. The patient is asked his
religious preference at the tiMe of adMieslon in eighty of
the hospitals with or without chaplains. Xn many of these
the patiimt was informed that tbere was a ^apXain and the
chaplain was notified of tbe admissicm. Thus the patient
could see tbat tbe chaplain had tbe endorsement of tbe
administration. Xn forty-eight of the bospitals tbe patient
was notified at tbe time of admission. Xn thirty-two bos
pitals tbis information was given in special literature for
tbis purpose. Of tbe samples returned witb tbe question
naires scane were prepared hy the hospital and some ky the
chaplain. C3nly two of tbe bospitals assumed tbat tbe
patient would know about tbe chaplain without being told.
In one case tbe chaplain announced it by visitation, and
in anotber they were notified by tbe nurse. Tbe bospitals
used various ways to inform cbaplains of tbe admissions.
In fifty of tbe bospitals the admission office was respon
sible but did it by various ways s\icb as giving the patient
a copy of tbe admission slip, by phone, by a den(�ainational
file, and through tbe medical library. Tbe chaplain bad
to take tbe first step in contacting tbe patients by visi
tation in only f<Hir of the bospitals.
In order that he may carry on a rounded progvsm of
religious education tbe chaplain must bave scene facilities
with which to work. One of tbe most common and essential
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things is a cha|�el for worship services, meditation, or
group meetings. Fifty�five of the hospitals had chapels
hut they were not identical with the ones that had chap
lains. Xn fifteen or twenty-seven per cent of those with
chapels there was also a public address system of some
sort to bring the worship or devotional services to those
who could not go to the chapel. There were several indi
cations that in other hospitals this was a definite need.
When the administration will use the chaplain in
the educational program with the student nurses, medical
students, or with other religious workers, it affords him
the opportunity to lay some ground work for religious work
with the patients, and is at the same time religious edu
cation for the student. The most familiar part of the
educational program in the hospital is the student nurse
program. Although this is most often thought of as
scientific education, thirty-one of the fifty-three hos
pitals with both a chaplain and sti^ent nurses report
that they are using the chaplain to add the spiritual to
professional training. Inasmuch as the chapXain is usually
responsible to the administrator the courses taught by the
ehi^plain reflect the attitude of the administrator to some
extent, at leaAt* Bowever, In some oases the ehaplaln is
allowed free choice of courses to teach.
The growing trend of hospital administrations to
hire chaplains who have had special clinical training
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has resulted la hospital administrations working with theo
logical schools to provide clinical training. In nine of
the hospitals with chaplains, student religious workers
were coming in and in each case attended classes taught
hy the chaplain. Zn seven of the hospitals this was a
course sponsored Jointly ky the hospital and theological
school, council for clinical training, or Institute of
Pastoral Care. The classes in the other two ht^pltals
were taught ky the chaplain without a connection with a
theolc^ical school. Zn one hospital the chaplain was
giving an occasional lecture to Dnedical students.
Zn the fourteen hospitals in which outside reli
gious workers were ministering, the chaplain was super
vising the work in eight of the hospitals. The attitude
of desiring trained religious workers was further reflec
ted in nine hospitals which did not permit outside reli
gious workers other than ministers and they usually only
to call on their own church memhers or patients of their
own den<�Bination.
Zf tbere is to ke a Christian education program in
tbe bospital without a chaplain tbe responsibility falls
on tbe administration to make tbe arrangements witb pastors
for visitation, for worship services, for religious liter
ature, and for any religious education for the student
nurses. Tbe nineteen of the hospitals without chaplains
there was a systematic way of notifying tbe ministers of
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admission of their parishoners or patients of their denomi
nation. In ten hospitals postal cards were mailed to the
pastors, in three the pastors were coamimicated with hj
telephone, and in six there was a denominational file or
list for the use of the pastors. There were three hospitals
which depended on the ministers finding the patients hy mak
ing regular rounds of visitation. Xn two of them there was
a chaplain-of-the-week program. Four hospitals reported
that they notified the ministers only when a patient re
quested it.
Hospitals having chapel services, religious litera
ture availakle and classes for student nurses, have already
keen considered from the view point of the church. They
also reflect the attitude of the hospital administration.
In cases where administrators answered the ques
tionnaires several of them directly expressed favorakle
attitudes toward religious <^ucation pr<^rams in their
iKMSpitals ky giving an evaluation of tbeir program or
suggestions for improvement of it.
An attitude of complacency or ixidifference was re
vealed ky such statements as, "the pastors of the cc^iomunity
visit their patients quite frequently and are always will
ing to come", "tbe patiente seem to appreciate it", and
"the system is very satisfactory". These answers were fr<�D
tbo administrators of six bCMBpitals of less than one hun
dred beds witb either no chaplain or a part time one. The
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administrator of a 225-1�ed bospital vitb a cbaplain indi-
oatod tbat tbey felt tbeir program to be successful. Re
flecting a different attitude, anotber administrator gave
tbe impression of not being in sympathy witb any aggressive
Cbristian education program by saying tbat tbeir cbaplaincy
program was directed to tbe patients only to tbe extent
tbat tbey requested it. He observed tbat most of tbe
patients wbo were receiving planned and elective bealtb
care were spiritually prepared and adjusted but tbe emergency
and critical cases need^ more intensive spiritual care. Xn
contrast to tbose, otber answers revealed tbat administra
tors are concerned about further developing their religious
programs. One simply listed "full time chaplain'* as a sug
gestion for improvement in bis bospital, another called a
chaplaincy program "one of onr dreams" which he felt sure
would come to pass, and a third indicated plans for develop
ment when they moved Into tbeir new building. Tbe adminis
trator of a forty-bed hospital witb a chaplain said tbey
were planning a new bospital and would be able to work out
a religiotns education program, which he believed was essen
tial in every bospital. Another need was voiced from a
small iiennonite bospital, which had sisters on tbe staff
but no chaplain, tbat every employee bave an interest in
the souls of others. Iliey expressed need of a program to
develop such concern. Anotber small bospital without a
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chaplain distributes a folder to patients telling thesn
that the staff is concerned in helping people hoth phy
sically and spiritually, explaining their prograia, and
offering to help the patients in any way possible.
Attitudes varying all tbe way from prevention,
permission, to active encoiuragement and aid to Christian
education programs in tbeir bospitals were reflected.
the Church cannot give assistance to the program and
tbe chaplain cannot carry out any program without the
permission of tbe administrative body of tbe bospital.
CHAPTER VI
THE ATTITCi^ OF THE CHAPLAIN
The attitude of the chiirch is reflected in the way
it gives assistance to the religious program in its hospi
tals and the attitude of the hospital administration is
evidenced in the way it gives permiseioni encouragement,
and aid to the program, l^e attitude of the chaplain is
revealed in the way he carries out the program. In Chapter
II the question, "What should he the chaplain's real role?"
was discussed from several angles, tbis chapter reports
how the chaplains on the joh are carrying out their role
and the new roles which they are learning through experi
menting with new procedures of their own.
The first interest which is manifested in any work
is that of acquiring the proper training for it whether
that ke general or specific, in school or on the JCk. Xn
the case of the chaplains incliuled in this etudy twenty-
six Showed professional interest hy acquiring a speclalissed
clinical training keyond the kasic requirement of theolo
gical training. There were four others who answered that
they had had specialized training kut did not answer where
or how and two of them said that they had attended insti
tutes and workshops^ .Their training varied from four
week refresher coa^r^es to two year courses for qualifying
the chaplain to train others.
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Speclalizod training was acquired in general hospi
tals, unlTersitjr hospitals, church-related hospitals, men
tal hospitals, medical schools, the army, seminaries, and
other plac^. Zn contrast to this tbere was one who ans
wered tbat his seventy-one years of of preaching was tbe
best training to be bad. His evaluation of the success
of his program was, "nothing helps like common sense and
experience. "
Zn tbe matter of chaplain-patient contacts one
cbaplain said tbat tbe nurses often called bis attention to
particular patients that needed bis belp. Then as a pos
sible improvement in bis religious education program he
suggested a better system of training tbe employees to
observe and report to him patients in need of spiritual
belp. Several cbaplains returned samples of literature
which was given to patients to inform them of tbe chaplain's
services. Most of these were written by tbe <diaplain to
meet tbe i^ticular situation. One cbaplain used a series
of three beginning witb tbe small folder, "Tbe Hospital
has a Chaplain," put in each room wben it is prepared for
a new patient; then a sheet, 'The Hospital has a Chapel
service," put on each Saturday evening dinner tray to
invite tbe patients to tbe Sunday chapel service; and a
small, fourteen page booklet, "Prayers for Hospital Days,"
which be bas written and distributes as be visits. Otber
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hospitals have purchased laany copies of this prayer book
for their use. Jycuong the samples was a four page leaflet
with a message from the chaplain printed in the form of a
personal letter on the front page, several prayers appli
cable to specific situations comon to hospital patients
and an announcement of chapel services aad references to
Scripture passages especially relevant to hospital experi
ences. Others contained a brief message from the chaplain,
a prayer or two, an announcement of the time and place of
religious services, with perhaps a picture of the chapel,
the hospital, or the chaplain. Another chaplain possess
ing the gift of writing poetry included several of his
own devotional poems which various circles of churches of
his denominatipn had had printed. For patient-chaplain
contact patients were informed that they could ask the
nurse, telephone the chaplain, or go to his office. One
chaplain had a card given to patients when they were ad
mitted that they could fill out and return to him request
ing a visit. Another had a returnable form for tbm. to fill
out requesting him to notify their own pastor or a minister
of their denoBiination. Several othea:^ indicated that they
notify the patient's own pastor for him either routinely
or by request.
In evaluatii^ his program one chaplain reported that
the doctors and nurses have always welcomed the chaplain's
help at times of death or other difficult times for the
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patient or family. That others shared this appreciation
was indicated wh^ twenty-five of the hospitals said that
the chaplain was always called in cases of death. Xn seven
teen questionnaires the answers varied from usually, not
always, to cemetimes and three stated that chaplains were
called only hy requ^t. Another said the patient's oi>n
clergyman was called and if he were not available the
chaplain went.
Patients of all religious groups were ministered to
hy the chaplain In nearly all of the hospitals responding.
Xn three of the hospitals the chaplain answered that be
visited only tbose of bis own denomination. Bowever, in
one of these tbere were eight cbaplains of different denomi
nations each ministering to bis own people and in anotber
otber ministers were notified by card or telephone call.
Tbere were four hospitals in which tbe cbaplain ministered
to all Protestants. One cbaplain, wbo sees tbe Roiaan
Catholic patients only on request, says tbat this happens
more frequently than one would suppose. C^t of the forty-
seven cbiqilains wbo ministered to all religious groups
tbere were four mentioned as ministering to Roman Catholics.
Xn one instance tbe cbaplain attributed part of tbe success
of his program to tbe fact tbat the constituency, patients,
and staff were all of tbe same religious background making
it easy for bis preaching and his visitation to cmpleiaent
each other. The part-time cbaplain of an interdenominational
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hospital, who was appointed hy the city Council of Churches,
visited those who requested it, those to whom he was referred,
the non-affiliated, aad all Spisoopnlians. A twenty-six hed
hospital without a chapel holds religious services every
Sunday afternoou in the oorriciors tiiat all the patieats
can hear.
In any hospital there are certain iudividiials or
specific situations that eall for special spiritual atten
tion. Besides these there often are particular groups to
which the chaplain can render a special spiritual ministry.
The chaplain oi one hospital whicsk has a special crippled
children's wing in which the patients often stay for many
weeks or are rea^haitted at intervals characterizes the
Sunday School class for these children as "most rewarding"
in that it gave Bihle training to many who had not received
it hefore. Sighteen of the chaplains said that they had
a special ministry to children, three had Sunday School
classes, and a fourth had a "Twenty-third Psalm Cluk".
This cluk was unique in that the chaplain had heen on the
foreign mission field for a time and c^uld clarify the
meaning of the Psalm in the light of his ^perienoes in
the Orient.
Maternity patients were another group which were
receiving special attention in twenty of the hospitals.
The "Comfort and Strength" tract series, "A Kew Memker
of the Family", written especially for new mothers, a
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congratiiXatory folder, and a meditatioai on motherhood were
distributed to the new mothers. Another chaplain sends
the date, sex, and nam^ of new hahies to the mother's own
pastor to he put in church publications. One of th^e who
already distributed special literature had in his planning
for the future some lectures by the chaplain to new mothers
and fathers. The chaplain who had written his own prayer
book included a "Prayer Before Childbirth" written by a
mother of three yoimg children.
There were twenty-two of the chaplains who answered
that they had a special ministry to long term patients.
Hymn sings on the geriatrics ward, a prayer for the chron
ically ill printed in the folder which the patients re
ceived at the time of admission, and continued call backs
were the only things mentioned. Three chaplains stated
that their ministry was the same to all. The blanks left
on the questicHinalres from the other twenty-nine hospitals
indicate that they have no special ministry to any of those
groups.
Pre-operative patients and iMsychiatric patients
were groups to which a special ministry was keing given*
There were two chaplains who mentione�i their special visits
to patients the night hefore their surgery and one who said
bo was^tbe only minister allowed cm the psychiatric ward.
Tbe ^tent to which the otber employees would go
to tbe chaplain for counseling depemded on tbe extent to
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which he encouraged th^ to do so. Forty-four of the chap
lains reported that they counseled with hospital mployees
and called their relationship to the ^ployee counselor,
pastor, friend, or a ccMsahination of these. In two of the
hiMSpitals they were considered as pastor inasmuch as they
held services for the <�Bployees, one chaplain weekly and
the other monthly. In one hospital the chaplain met all
employees in an initial interview.
Then there is religious education in its more formal
sense. That there was a fairly commonly accepted religious
program in the nursing schools was evidenced ky the fact
that such a progrsua was set up in thirty-one of the forty-
three hospitals having student nurses and a chaplain. The
variety of sukjects tai^ht would indicate that the choice
of these was left to the individual chaplain. Of the
thirty-eight courses listed ten were in Bikle and in five
hospitals Bikle was the only course taught. Courses in
religion accounted for eleven nore and courses relating
the spiritual ministry to nursing for four more of the
hospitals. Other Included one course on motional proklans,
one on psychology and religion, two on ethics, one on nurs
ing ethics, three on orientation and adjustment, one on
psychos9matics, one on faiaily relationships, and one on
marriage. In two hospitals there were occasional lectures
rather than a regularly scheduled class. There were three
chaplains who felt that the teaching function was of
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sufficient importance and success to include it in evalvia-
ting tbe vrbole religioiUB education program in tbeir bos
pitals. In two of these cases tbe Bible was the only
course taught and in tbe otber Comparative Religions was
tbe only one. Suggestions for iraprov^ent were given by
a cbaplain wbo was teacbing only Bible but suggesting a
broader course of study and another wbo was teacbing Bible
and psychology and suggesting more classes. A cbaplain
wbo bad a weekly vesper service for student nurses saw
tbe need for a more ^tensive program with courses in
Bikle and religion.
Besides meeting tbe students in tbe classroota cbap
lains in thirty-one of tbe bospitals held cbapel services
daily, weekly, occasionally or on special days for tbe
students. In thirty bospitals tbe cbaplain was considered
as a pastor to students and in ten bospitals be was acces
sible to them for counseling. These religious services,
also, were considered important to the success of tbe
program. Attendance at nurses* cbapel services was
credited with both fillii]^^ a personal need and helping
tbe nurse to minister to the patients more effectively.
In one case a very ^tensive program, with tbe student
nurses was conducted in an annual ^ligioiis Focus Week,
developing tbeir special talents, and recommending cburcb
attendance and membership. In anotber it was stated tbat
the Siuaday service for nurses was well received and atten-
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ded but the religieue program for stiKlent aurses was
necessarily limited hecause they were kept so kusy other
wise. In a hospital whieh had only keen church-related
for two years the chaplain felt that the lack of response
to a voluntary weekly vesper service indicated that it
was not too effective and he was thinking of some other
approach to the student nurses. Others, too, considered
this an important enoti^h avenue to ke thinking of improve
ments such as a separate, small meditation chapel in the
nurses* hcNM; hotter int^ration of the chaplaincy program
with the nursing service; and a student council to work
with the chaplain in outlining more activities such as
a group Bikle class and a chorus.
This teaching program had some growing edges, also.
There were nine of the hospitals which had student reli
gious workers coming into the hospital for clinical train
ing courses. The estaklishment of such a program has
already keen credited to the administration kut the curri
culum of this prograr. would more likely ke credited to
the chaplain or indirectly to the church through its theo
logical schools. The answers to what kind of clinical
training prc^ram was set up for these students were so
caried and vsLgue as to ke hardly significant. The question
on the nature of their work in the hospital was more reveal
ing, showing a similarity ketween the programs of the nine
bospitals witb visitation common to eight of these. Tbis
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pastoral visitation included calling on selected patients
and writing reports of the interviews in one case and
being supervised in three others. In two of the hospitals
these students worked as orderlies while becoming acquainted
with the hospital environment and routine before starting
visitation. In three cases the chaplain indicated that the
students worked along with him in such other activities as
interviews, his office work, and chapel services.
Another possikility for extending the religious
education program is that of drawing the doctors into the
overall program. That this has resLched the planning stage
was indicated ky its mention in suggestions for improve
ment of the religious education program. One chaplain st^-
gested originating a class for internes and residents while
another said that he was working toward a "more direct
individual and group approach to internes." He stated his
purpose in the hospital as not primarily for religious edu
cation kut more to express Christian concern by attitude
and service. Others listed as suggestions, a closer work
ing relationship with the doctors to step up the doctor-
chaplain work, and a better integration of the chaplaincy
program with other services, especially medical services.
The foxroer two suggestions were from larger hospitals
where tbere was probably a more thorough and ccMnplete
interne and resident program. In tbat situation it would
perhaps be easier for tbe cbaplain to initiate such classes.
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A class was being taught to medical students or internse in
only one of the hospitals and this was only by an occasional
lect^ire.
Perhaps the most obvious and c<�nmonly accepted work
of the chaplain is his work in visitation and conducting
worship services. TO the question: "Does the chaplain use
his time primarily to reach tbe many patients or to reacb
only a few witb greater needs?" twenty-five cbaplains said
tbat tbey tried to see all of the admlsslras, eleven said
tbey selected by some means tbe patients on whom they called.
But fourteen answered tbat tbey used a combination of tbe
two methods. ScKue chaplains explained tbat tbey made an
initial contact witb as many as possible of the patients
and then tried to concentrate on helping tbose whom tbey
felt needed and would benefit the most frcm further con
tinued counseling. Besides this Initial visit to tbe patient
tbe chaplain used requests from the patient or family and
referrals from doctors or otber staff m^bers in tbe screen
ing process. Tbere were three cbaplains wbo were already
doing some coimseling with selected patients and saw the
need for more and suggested this for a future iraprovement
in bospital practice. One of these expressed desire for
more help so that be could start initial interviews with
all tbe patients and do more therapeutic counseling, and
anotber who was seeing mily selected patients felt tbat
time was bis limitation. Tbis visitation work of the
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chaplain was considered sufficiently important hy two of
the chaplains to he mentioned in evaluating tbe whole
prc^ram. One answer was by a part time cbaplain whose
main work was apparently a **ro<^ to rom visiting prograra"
in a hospital which bad recently been enlarged to two hun
dred beds. !fe felt tbat tbis visitation was well received
ky most of tbe patients and staff kut was planning on an
expanded program In tbe larger bospital. The otber of
thOTe, who was seeing all of tbe patients and then concen
trating on a few, credited tbis bedside counselling with
resulting in many of tbe patients being helped in a spiri
tual way. He observed further tbat it bad been a source
of great inspiration to him.
After finding out with whom tbe cbaplain spent bis
time tbe investigation turned to tbe nature of tbe interview
in visiting patients. In answer to the question, "What use
does tbe cbaplain make of Scriptures, prayer, other devo
tional literature?** there were several who simply used a
check mark or some otber means to indicate an affirmative
answer. The other answers varied so greatly that it was
difficult to group them. The cbaplains in fourteen of
the bospitals answered tbat tbey used Scripture as tbe
particular occasion warranted, ten cbaplains used it fre
quently, two used it only occasionally, six only wben re-
quested, and fourteen merely answered affirmatively. A
chaplain wbo said be tried to minister to tbe spiritual
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needs of all from the very young to the old mentioned his
use of Scripture as contrihuting to the success of his
total program. Re used selected Bible verses and prayed
with pre-pperative patients wbo were fearful, read tbeir
own favorite passage to elderly patients, and had the
Twenty-third Psalm Club for tbe younger ones.
Prayer was used more than Scripture. Tbe chaplains
in sixteen of tbe bospitals said that they used prayer as
tbe particular occasion warranted, in twelve it was fre
quently used, in four only wben requested, and in seven
teen r^ularly.
Considerably fewer bospitals gave any details of
bow they used devotional literature but twenty-fotu: ans
wered tbat tbey did so. While no one answered "no" to
tbe use of Scripture or prayer, tbere were two wbo said
they did not use otber devotional literature. In contrast
to tbis four said they always used it. Only four chaplains
used it as the occasion warranted. Three used it fre
quently, five used it only as requested, and four only
occasionally. In two cases tbe cbaplains thought tbat
tbis devotional literature was an important enough part
of tbeir work to warrant more extensive use of it. One
of tb^e felt a need for better literature and tbe otber
wanted to better organize bis distribution of it. Another
chaplain considered devotional literature valuable enough
to attribute part of the success of his total program to
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bis distribution of devotional books written by bimself
and otbers.
Tbe amount of devotional and otber religious liter
ature wbicb is available to tbe patients and tbe amount
of it wbicb is donated bas been disclosed as reflective
of tbe cburcb *s attitude. Tbe cbaplain sbould bave tbe
privilege of screening tbe donated material and rejecting
any wbicb be does not wisb to use. Tbe type of litera
ture distributed or available to patients reflects tbe
chaplain's attitude. Xn tbirty-seven of tbe bospitals
tbere were devotional books or prayer books available,
and in thirteen tracts and den<�ainational papers. Also
listed were tbe 'Comfort and Strength" tracts. Religion
and Health, Health and Strength, and devotional booklets
wbicb two cbaplains bad written for tbeir own use. Ibis
literature came frcnn a great number of publishing bouses
with several cbaplains using material frcen tbe publishing
bouse of tbe same denomination as tbat wbicb maintained
the bospital and several, not. There were eleven wbo
were using literature from several publishing houses.
One does not ordinarily think of bospital patients
being able to attend cburcb services, but 75% of tbe
hospitals responding to this questionnaire bave found
aome time, place, or way to provide this opportunity for
tbose who desire it. Among tbe patients tbere are always
those who regularly attend worship services and miss them
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greatly when they cannot attend, some because tbey desire
a religious ministry at tbat time, and otbers because it
belpe to pass tbe time more quickly. DIsually tbere are
some ambulatory and wbeel�>cbair patients able to attend
a service in tbe cbapel wbo a^reciate tbe opportunity
of participating in it. Xn tbirty-four of tbe bospitals
vox^bip services are conducted in tbe cbapel and thirteen
of th^e reacb bed-j^tients through public address systems.
Two bospitals conduct worship services over tbe public
address systems onXy. Three provide services only on
special days such as Christmas or otber religious holi
days, and two conduct services only in a special ward or
part of the bospital.
The ingenuity of the chaplains was seen in tbe
variety of services conducted. Xn forty-one bospitals
there were, as nearly as could be counted, 132 services
conducted per week. These ranged from a five minute de
votional service or prayers broadcast daily over tbe
public address syst^^ to a regular Sunday morning worship
service. Zn twenty-three of these bospitals tbere was
more than one service per week i^ to as many as one every
week day and two on Sundays. Weekly services were con
ducted in fourteen more bospitals. Two of tbose surveyed
planned to bave services in the future wben tbey can pro
vide a chapel or coouBunication system, and anotber listed
daily chapel services for all oaployees and ambulatory
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patients. There were seven chaplains wbo listed in tbeir
suggestions for improvement building a new cbapel, or en-
iftrging or relocating tbe ones tbey bad to make them better
fit their needs, and five wbo wanted a public address system
to take the service to tbe bedsides. One cbaplain sug
gested a Bible study in tbe cbapel as a possibility for
tbe future. Still anotber chaplain suggested a specified
time for a devotional period with individual departments.
Thus cbaplains are seeing enough value In worship services
to warrant their planning for more of them. Three otber
cbaplains mentioned worship services in writing concerning
the success of tbeir present pr<^ram of Cbristian educa
tion. Religious services otber than worship services which
were mentioned as @Ktra services of tbe chaplain were bed
side, communion and in three cases, an occasional marriage
ceremony, baptism, and funeral.
The answers to tbe question, "What otber services
does the chaplain render to patients, not ordinarily rendered
by chaplains?" one cbaplain suggested that be could use
additional belp so tbat be might do more therapeutic coun
seling, listing his other services as programs for patient
entertainment and library. Sbould these things be taking
tbe time of a clinically trained chaplain? Services such
as letter writing, making phone calls, and purchasing items
were mentioned by three otbers and social service by two
otbers. The important fmiction of representing tbe bospital
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In the churdies of the state was given hy one chaplain hut
it had heen motioned hy three others under other ways in
which tbe cburcb identifies itself witb the religious
education program of tbe bospital.
Tbe statc�Bents of evaluation of tbe religious edu
cation program of each hospital revealed a great variety
of coxmaents and ideas. A great many seined to imply tbat
their programs were successful and one simply stated that
bis was successful in tbat it met tbe needs of tbe patients
there and offered no further comment. Tbere were two bos
pitals that felt their program bad not been as effective
as they would bave liked because of certain restrictions.
One of these bad employed a full time chaplain to remedy
their situation. "There is a loi^ way to go to be really
successful," "planning to incorporate more tbii^s soon,"
and "9iicb to be desired," characterized new cbaplaincy
programs in three hospitals. In three otbers the cbaplains
were new and did not feel qualified to evaluate tbe program.
Favorable comments from past patients and expression of
appreciation from patients, otber employees, and staff
m^abors proved to several cbaplains that the work was
worthwhile.
A warm Christian atmosphere in the whole bospital was
a contributing factor to tbe success of tbe program to one
chaplain and proof of its success to anotber. One cbaplain
worded it thus: "We have no otber purpose than fimctioning
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as a channel of the lord. While we serve the physical, it
is always related to spiritual and eternal dimensions."
Another said tbat it is often perceptible that patients do
grow spiritually during tbeir stay in the bospital and be
lieved much of it, at least, to be due to the religious
ministry of tbe bospital. In another bospital Sallman's
"Head of Christ" hangs <m tbe wall of each room creating
Christian atmosphere.
Some of tbe answers dealt with tbe matter of coop
erative relationship witb planning groups and committees
both in tbe bospitals and tbe communities. Oae cbaplain
suggested tbat to identify tbe cbaplaincy program in a
bospital witb religious education was a "bit beside tbe
point" and anotber one answered tbat wben a patient expres
ses a desire for religious education be refers him to a
pastor. Anotber cbaplain said religious education is a
must in present day patient care. Still another chaplain
called it a very important service to tbe patients. Otber
comments were: "I'm not at all sure that we do a great deal
of religious education,'' "up to this moment I had not thoi;^bt
of it as religious education," and, "Religious education,
wbicb our institution sbould have."
Thus tbe chaplains are carrying out very diversified
progrAms of Cbristian education in tbe church-related
hospital .
CHAPTER VII
SUMMART AND COifCLUSIC�IS
In this study it was found tbat theoretically tbe
ideal church-related hospital is one in which the spiri
tual program is completely integrated with the healing
and educational programs. Thus the whole person�body,
mind, and soul�is ministered to effectively. In practice
tbis spiritual prc^ram must be many sided to raeet the needs
of all groups within the bospital. It must be flexible in
order to fit tbe situations peculiar to bospitals, must be
intricately interwoven with that of tbe otber departments
in tbe bospital to make it a total ministry to tbe total
person. If tbis cooperation extends beyond the bospital,
the ministry of tbe hospital may more easily fit into
the patient's life outside.
Basically tbe three main groups discussed in this
report must be in agreement to establish an effective
spiritual program in tbe bospital. Permission for it
comes from tbe administrative body, assistance with it
comes from the cburcb, and the execution of it from the
cbaplain.
The study indicated that a growing number of people
are seeing the value of and tbe need for a spiritual pro
gram in the church-related hospital. This was shown by
the number of hospitals^ which bad recently started or
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enlarged tbeir cbaplaincy program i by the fact tbat hos
pitals, tb�K>lc^lcal schools, and otber groups are making
available courses In clinical training for cbaplains;
and ky tbe number of cbaplains wbo are taking advantage
of these courses, institutes, and workshops.
It was also indicated tbat while many are not, tbere
are several cbaplains, a<jteiinistrations, and church people
wbo are definitely thinking of tbis spiritual program in
terms of an opj^rtunity for Cbristian education and one
of these even to tbe point of suggesting a director of
religious education in his bcMstpital.
Areas in which only a few cbaplains were workiz^
kut otbers were thinking in terms of possibilities for
Improvement were in this study considered to be areas in
wbicb tbis ministry is growing. Internes, resident doc
tors, student nurses, and otber mployees were mentioned
by different cbaplains as groups to which tbey could not
only tekcb religion, but could teach tb^ to observe and
r^;>ort tbe signs of spiritual need of patients.
Tbere were several of tbe church-related bospitals
without cbaplains and witb no organised spiritual program
to reach the patients or employees who bave no church
connections. In several bospitals tbere was no worship
service held for tbose wbo desire it, and no devotional
literature available for tbose wbo like to read.
Cburcbes furnished teachers for Sunday School classes
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for children in a few hospitals. There are many more
hospitals with child patients who could benefit from
such a service.
There still seems to be little literature written
especially for the sick.
Some administrations were permitting chaplains to
b^in their work with administrative endorsement and
authority by making them department heads and thus giving
them professional status; ky helping in making the initial
chaplain-patient contact; giving the chaplain access to
the medical records for his information and guidance.
Most of the hospitals need a definite policy as
to how closely the chaplain was to work with the medical
staff and other mployees.
Here, too, the educational function of the chaplain
is limited. The administrations are wanting to use him to
teach but there seems to be no curriculum set up for this
and no standard by which to go. There are possibilities
of establishing limited training periods for religious
workers who would come in to the hospital as volunteer
teachers .
The chaplains would, no doubt, be the first to
admit that there are yet many possibilities for an enlarged
religious education ministry for them. But since they are
tbe group wbicb is most closely associated with the spiri
tual ministry in the hospital tbey see tbese possibilities
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beiore others do and h^in to work toward their realiza
tion. There did not s@^ to ke any outstanding oppor
tunities in a single area kut rather many smaller places
where individual chaplains could reenforce their own pro
gram. Many did feel the limitation of time and help.
The responsibility of a standard curriculum for
Christian education in hospitals is faced ky the chaplain.
BlBhlOGBAP'in
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A, SUGGESTED RESOURCES FOB PASTOR AND PATIENT
'?Th� Use of th� Bihle/* as given by Russell L. Dicks in
his book, ^lo Is 1^ patient?
a. for the person who is a regular Bible reader but
who is restless, apprehensive, and discouraged.
Psalm 23
Psalm 90:l-.4
Psalm 91
Psalm 121
Mark 4:26-29
Matthew 6:25-34
Matthew 11:28-30
John 14:1-4
Joliii 14:27
John 15:1-9
John 16:33
I Corinthians IS
Hebrews 12
b. for the person suffering from guilt feelings, who
seeks comfort, but knows little about the Bible. The
patient sbould be encouri^ed to think on these and
perhaps to memorize some.
Psalm 23
Psalm 121
Psalm 51:2-3
Psalm 130
Matthew 5:21-24
Matthew 7:7-G
Matthew 11:27-30
Matthew 18:21-35
Luke 11:5-13
Luke 15:1-7
Luke 15: 11-24
John 4:14
John 6:35
John 10:11
c. for tbe person who is dying, who may or may not
know a great deal about the Bible, but wbo is dying in
peace. The task here is to strengthen or support tbat
peace.
Psalm 23
Psalm 90:1-4
Psalm 91
Psalm 121
Matthew 5:1-16
Mark 4:26-32
John 14:1-7
John 14:25-27
Romans 8:14-19
Romans 8:22-25
Ramans 8:28
Rtxnans 8:31-35
RcHaans 0:37-39
Revelation 21:1-4
Suggested Scriptures wbicb were listed by Granger
Westbex^ in bis book. Nurse, Pastor, and Patient.
Deuteronomy 31:6 l^alm 42:11 Jobn 15:11
Psalm 4:8 Psalm 46:1 John 16:33
Psalm 23:1 Psalm 55:22 II Corinthians 12:9
Psalm 27:1 Bsalm 121:1-3 I Peter 5:7
Psalm 27:14 Matthew 11:28 I John 4:18
Psalm 34:4 John 14:27
Our religious heritage according to Russell L. Dicks
Meditations for the Sick.
al scripture
Tbe Sternity of God
God as my Fortress
Confidence in God
Courage
BCy Strength Cometh from God
Ask and Receive
Psalm 90:1, 2, 4
Psalm 91:1-4
Psalm 23
Matthew 5:14-16
Psalm 121
Matthew 7:7,8; Luke 11:9,10
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Osito the Weary and Contrite
Release frooi Worry
Eternal Life
Peace and Quietness
Qod�s Gift
Matthew 11:28-30
Matthew 6:25-27
John 11:25-26
John 14:27, 16:33
John 4:14, 6:35, 10:11
h. Hymns of the Church
Wben Morning Gilds the Sky, Anonymous, from the German
Love Divine, All Loves Baccellii^, Charles Wesley
Holy, Holy, Holy, Reginald Heber
Fairest Lord Jesus, Anonymous, frcei the German
Day is Dying in tbe West, Mary A. LaUibury
O I4.ttle Town of Bethlehem, Phillips Brooks
O God Our Help in Ages i^tst, Xsaae Watts
Xn Heav��ily Love Abiding, Anna Laetltia Waring
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B. PLACES WHERE SPECIAL CHAPLAINCY TRAINING IS
GIVEN
Alexandria Baptist Hospital, Alexandria, Louisiana.
Asbury Theolc^ical Seminary , Wilmore, Kentucky, and Eastern
State Hospital, Leacington, Kentucky.
Bellevue Hospital, New Jersey.
Bethany Seminary.
Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois.
Drake I&iiversity Divinity School, Des Uoines, Iowa, and
Iowa Methodist Bospital, Des Moines, Iowa.
Elgin State Hospital.
Bpiscopal Hospital, l%iladelphia, Pennsylvania.
Garrett Theological School.
Graystone Park, New Jersey.
Independence Mental Bospital.
Institute of Pastoral Care Incorporated, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston 14, Massachusetts.
Affiliated with:
Andover Newton Theological School.
Boston oniversity School of Theology.
Episcopal Theological School.
Harvard Divinity School.
Courses given in:
Augustana Hospital, Chicago 14, Illinois.
Boston City Hospital, Boston 18, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts M^orial Hospitals, Boston 18,
Massachusetts .
Emanuel Bospital, Portland 12, Oregon.
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston 14,
Massachusetts .
Miami Talley Hospital, Dayton 9, Ohio.
Minneapolis General Hospital, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Homer G. Phillips City Hospital, St. Louis, 13,
Missouri.
university Bospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Boston State Bospital, Boston 23, Massachusetts.
Colorado Psychopathic Hospital, Denver, Colorado,
with Iliff School of Theology.
Cleveland Receiving Hospital, Cleveland 15, Ohio.
Gowanda State Homeopathic Hospital, Helrauth,
New York.
Harrisburg State Hospital, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Massachusetts Mental Health Center, Boston, 15
Massachusetts .
Westboro State Hospital, Westboro, Massachusetts.
Worcester State Hospital, Worcester, Massachusetts.
Juvenile Hall, 2802 Sherwood Lane, San Diego,
California.
Manteno State Hospital, Manteno, Illinois.
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Mt^orial Baptist Bospital, Houston , Texas.
Mendota State Hospital, Madison, Wiseonsin.
New Orleans Baptist "Rieological Sminary, with New (Orleans
Baptist Bospital.
North Carolina Baptist Hospital, Winston Salem, North
Carolina, with Bowman"-Gray Medical School, Winston
Sal^, North Carolina.
North Park Sealnary, 3225 Foster Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,
with Swedish Covenant Hospital, Foster at California
Avenues, Chicago, Illinois.
St. Lukes, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
University of Chicago,
Veterans Hospital, Ann Arkor, Michigan.
Wesley Hospital, Chicago, Illinois.
Willmar State Hospital, Willmar, Minnesota.
Workshops and Institut e's (2 or 3 day)
Lutheran Hospital of Bemidji, Minnesota and Bemidji
Ministerial Association.
Southern Baptist Hospital and New Orleans Baptist
TheolcHsical Sminary, New Orleans, Louisiana.
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C. QUESTIOIIKAIBK WHICH WAS SENT OUT
Haiae of Hospital ^Eiocation
Administrator or cnaplala
I am a medical technologist ^pxoyed pari-tiB^' in a
hospital while I am preparing for the foreign mission field
at Asbury Theological S^&inary. Since 1 am greatly interested
in both the medical and the religious education work in the
hospital, I have chosen for my Master of Religious Education
degree thesis, "A Study of Christian Education in th� Church-
Helated Hospital." I would be very grateful if you would
help me by filling out the following questionnaire or by
giving it to the person in charge of religious education
in your hospital to fill out. Pleas� return this in the
stamped envelope enclosed.
Very truly yours,
Phyllis Wright
Religious Education in your Hospital
X. General Information:
Number of beds in hospital
Number of coiployees
__________
Number of student nurses
Ik>es the hospital have a chapel?
With what denomination is hospital affiliated?
Owned by? Operated by?
How does hospital find out patients* religious
preference?
A^roximately what percentage of patients admitted
desire religious ministry?
II. Hospitals without cbaplains answer tbis section:
What plan does hospital follow in spirittial ministry
to patients?
.^...^
If ministers from outside the bospitai come in, how
are they notified?
What do tbey do in the hospital'^
"
Administer to all denominations
Only own denomination?
If other religious workers, are tbey hospital ausci-
liary? ^local church (what denomination ;S ;)?
students (from what institution)?
otbers? )specify)
What is the nature of tbeir religious work m
bospital?
Is religious litnrature available to patients?
Bibles? Other (specify)
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Are there any classes in religion for student
niirses? ; medical student? ; dther?
Is there a cbapel service? If so, when?
III. Hospitals with a chaplain answer this section:
Is chaplain full time? more than one?
part time? ; how many hours?
"
Has chaplain had special clinical training?
If so, where? ; how long?
How long has hospital na.a chaplain program?
Relation to patients:
How is chaplain notified of patients?
How are patients told that chaplain is available?
How ao patients themselves contact chaplain?
Is the cbaplain usually called in cases of
death?
Does the cbapiam visit all religious groups?
; JiMit own denomination?
Does cbaplain bave any special ministry to
children? ; to maternity patients?
; to long term patients?
What otber services does cbaplain render to
patients (not ordinarily rendered by chaplain?
Relation to staff:
Is chaplain's status in hospital as part of staff?
department bead? attend department bead
meetings?_^
How closely does chaplain work with medical staff?
independent? { in cooperation with?
Is there a set policy?
How much medical information is accessible to
chaplain? same as aay minister? ; access
to medical records? ; contact through
nurses?
Does cbaplain counsel with bospital employees?
If so, to what extent?
IHiat is chaplain's relationship to employees?
Teaching pr<^ram of chaplain:
If nursing school:
What is chaplain's relation to student nurses,
as pastor? _� as counselor?
Is he accessible for problems?
Does be bold religious services?
Does cbaplain teach in nursing school? If
so, what
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Is there a Niurses* Christian Fellowship (branch
Of Intervarsity Cbristian Fellowsblp?__^ ;
otber religious organization? (specify)
If medical students or internes:
IBoee cbaplain teach a class for tbm?
If so, what?
If out side student religloi^ workers ccNning in:
Is there a clinical training pr<^ram for tbm?
If so, what?
On what basis are tbese etuid^ents acceptable?
What is the nature of tbeir work in tbe
bospital?
If otber outside religious workers coming in:
Are tbey bospital atnciliary? ; local church
(which denoaaination fsj )? } volunteers?
Does cbaplain supervise Ibeir activities?
Methods used by cbaplain (answer if possible)!
Does cbaplain use time primarily to reacb tbe
many patients? s or to reach only a few with
greater needs? �_
What use does cbaplain make of:
'
Scriptures?
Prayer?
Otber devotional literature?
""
Is tbe literature donated? ; purchased new
frcaa what publishing house?
Are Bibles available to patients? ; is otber
devotional literature?
^
What kind ?
Does tbe cbaplain condiK^t worship service to
b(�spital? If so, when? j conducted la
cbapel? ; over public address systm?
"
; otber? (specify)
In what ways, otber than answers already given, does
tbe cburcb identify itself with tbe religious edu
cation program of the hospital?
What su^estions do you have for the improvement of
religious education in your hospital?
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Would you write a short paragraph concernliig the
success of your religious education program?
